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(54) Receptor layer fr&risfer sheet, therms! transfer sfieet, thermal transfer method and

apparatus there or

(57) There is provided s receptor layer transfer

sheet which is capable of providing images of high qual-

ity on a transfer receiving me.lc.-nal having an unsmooth

surface, even when it is use:i ir. combination with a con-

ventional thermal transfer material.

There is also provided ?. thermal transfer sheet

which is capable of providing images of high quality on

a transfer receiving material naving an unsmooth sur-

face.

There is further provided a thermal transfer meihod

and a thermal transfer apparatus which are capable of

providing images of high cua!:ty and do not require a

special detection mark provided in (or on) a thermal

transfer sheet to be used ir. combination therewith.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

5 The present invention relates to a receptor layer transfer sheet and a thermal transfer sheet, and more specifically

to a thermal transfer sheet and a receptor layer transfer sheet capable of providing images of high quality and high

image density even on a transfer receiving material having an unsmcoih surface.

The present invention also relates to a thermal transfer method end a thermal transfer apparatus, and more specif-

ically to a thermal transfer method and an apparatus to be used therercr which are capable of providing images of high

w quality by using a thermal transfer system.

According to the present invention, it is possible to form gradation images such as photo-graphic images together

with words and parks on ready made transfer receiving materials such as name cards, post cards, leaflets, curriculum

vitaes, resumes, identification cards, licenses, commuter passes, membership cards, passports, notebooks, and cou-

pon tickets.

75 Heretofore, various thermal transfer methods are known. Amcng these, there has been proposed a method

wherein a sublimable dye (or subliming dye) is used as a recording a^-ent, and is carried on a substrate sheet such as

paper and plastic film to obtain a thermal transfer sheet, and various fi :!! color images are formed on a transfer receiving

material such as paper and plastic film having thereon a dye receptor layer by using the resultant thermal transfer sheet.

In such a case, a thermal head of a printer is used as heating mean-:; so that a large number of color dots of three or

20 four colors are transferred to the transfer receiving material under nesting in a very short period of time. As a result, a

full color image of an original is reproduced by using the multi-color color dots.

The thus formed images are very clear and are excellent in transparency since the dyes are used therein as a col-

orant. Accordingly, these images are excellent in half tone reproducibility and gradation characteristic and are substan-

tially the same as the images formed by the conventional offset priming and gravure printing. Further, when the above

25 image forming method is used, there can be formed images of high quality which are comparable to full color photo-

graphic images.

In the above image forming method, however, the transfer receiving material on which the above mentioned images

can be formed is restricted to a plastic sheet having a dyeing property (or dyeability) which is dyeable by a dye, paper

on which a dye receptor layer has been formed in advance, etc. Accordingly, the above mentioned method cannot pro-

30 vide an image directly on ordinary plain paper, etc.. As a matter of course, when a receptor layer is formed on the sur-

face of ordinary plain paper, the resultant paper can be subjected to such image formation. However, such a method

generally requires a high cost, and it is difficult to apply this method to generally ready made transfer receiving materials

such as post cards, memo papers, letter papers, and writing pads.

As a measure for solving such a problem, there is known a receptor layer transfer sheet which is capable of easily

35 providing a dye receptor layer on an essential part (i.e., a part on which an image is to be formed) of the ready made

transfer receiving material such as paper when an image is intended to be formed on the ready made transfer receiving

material. As such a receptor layer transfer sheet, there has been proposed one comprising a substrate sheet having a

releasability and a resin layer disposed thereon for forming a receptor layer, e.g., as disclosed in Japanese Laid Open

Patent Application (JP-A, KOKAI) No. 264994/1987.

40 In a case where the receptor transfer sheet as described above is used so as to transfer the receptor layer to the

transfer receiving material, substantially no problem is posed when the transfer receiving material comprises a coated

paper having a smooth surface. However, when the transfer receiving material comprises plain paper, a post card, and

other paper having a rough texture, the surface of such paper is composed of exposed fibers and is poor in surface

smoothness. Accordingly, the receptor layer cannot uniformly be transferred to the surface of such paper and therefore

45 white dropout or transfer failure occurs in the image formed on the resultant receptor layer, whereby high quality images

cannot be obtained.

Further, when the receptor layer is partially transferred to the transfer receiving material so as to provide a small

pattern or a pattern having a complicated configuration by means of a thermal head, etc., the film of the receptor layer

is not necessarily cut properly so that the transfer thereof is not necessarily effected accurately.

so In order to solve these problems, it is conceivable that the receptor layer is caused to have a large thickness (e.g..

about 20 to 30 urn) so that the surface unevenness of the paper is filled with the receptor layer. In practice, however,

when the thickness of the receptor layer is increased, there occur various problems such that the thermal efficiency at

the time of the transfer is lowered, cutiing of the film becomes poor, and the film thickness becomes uneven. As a result,

it is practically difficult to transfer the receptor layer per se, and the above problems cannot be solved.

55 As a measure for further simplifying the above operation, there has been proposed a thermal transfer sheet such

that dye layers of yellow, magenta, and cyan (and optionally black, as desired) are sequentially formed on the surface

of a continuous substrate film, and then a transfer receptor layer is formed on the same surface of the substrate film

(Japanese Laid Open Patent /« implication Nos. S4281/1986 and 297134/1987). When such a thermal transfer sheet is
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used, the receptor layer is fi.si transferred to a transfer receiving material, and then the dye layer of the respective colors

are transferred to the receptor layer to form a full color image.

However, when the above thermal transfer sheet is used, it is required that the dye layer is firmly bonded to the sub-

strate film, because the dye layer is liable to be transferred when the bonding therebetween is low. On the other hand.

5 it is required that the receptor :ayer is bonded to the substrate film so as to provide an appropriate bonding strength.

When the bonding strengih is low. the peeling thereof is easy but !he film cutting becomes poor. On the other hand, the

bonding strength is too high, transfer failure occurs. As a result, the above requirements or performances for the dye

layer and the receptor layer are antagonistic to each other.

There has also been proposed a method wherein a polyester film having a surface with an improved bonding prop-

to erty is used as a substrate film. However, the above antagonistic performances have not been satisfied even when such

an improved polyester film is used.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

is An object of the present invention is to solve the above problems encountered in the prior art.

A more specific object oi the present invention is to provide a receptor layer transfer sheet and a thermal transfer

sheet which are capable of providing images of high quality even on a transfer receiving material having an unsmooth

surface.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a thermal transfer method and a inermal transfer apparatus

20 which are capable of proving images of high quality on a transfer receiving material by use of a thermal transfer sys-

tem.

According to a first ernbociment of a first aspect of the present invention, there is provided a receptor layer transfer

sheet comprising a substrain sheet and a transferable layer disposed on one side surface of the substrate sheet, the

transferable layer being peelable from the substrate sheet and comprising a dye receptor layer,

25 wherein the transferable layer contains bubbles.

According to the above first embodiment, images having a high quality and a high image density can be formed

even on rough paper, etc., "saving an unsmooth surface.

According to a second embodiment of the present invention, there is provided a receptor layer transfer sheet com-

prising a substrate sheet and a transferable layer disposed on one side surface of the substrate sheet, the transferable

30 layer being peelable from the substrate sheet and comprising a dye receptor layer,

wherein the transferable layer comprises a vinyl chloride/vinyl acetate copolymer having an average degree of

polymerization of 400 or be;ow.

According to the above second embodiment, the dye receptor layer can accurately be provided only to a desired

portion of an image receiving sheet.

35 According to a third embodiment of the present invention, there is provided a receptor layer transfer sheet compris-

ing a substrate sheet and a transferable layer disposed on one side surface of the substrate sneet, the transferable layer

being peelable from the substrate sheet,

wherein the transferable layer comprises a superposition comprising a dye receptor layer, an intermediate layer

disposed thereon, and an adhesive layer disposed on the intermediate layer; ihe dye receptor layer contains a release

40 agent; and the intermediate layer functions as a barrier layer such th?.t it prevents the release agent from migrating from

the dye receptor layer to the adhesive layer.

According to the above third embodiment, the reieasability is not deteriorated so as not to cause abnormal transfer

even after the receptor layer transfer sheet is stored for a long period of time.

According to a fourth embodiment of the present invention, there is provided a receptor layer transfer sheet com-

45 prising a substrate sheet and ~ transferable layer disposed on one side surface of the substrate sheet, the transferable

layer being peelable from the substrate sheet and comprising a d/e receptor layer,

wherein the transferable layer contains a white pigment and bubbles.

According to a fifth embodiment of the present invention, there is provided a receptor layer transfer sheet compris-

ing a substrate sheet and a s.ransferable layer disposed on one sid2 surface of the substrate sheet, the transferable layer

so being peelable from the substrate sheet and comprising a dye receptor layer,

wherein the transferable layer contains bubbles covered with a white pigment.

According to the above fourth and fifth embodiments, images raving a high quality and a high image density can

be formed even on rough paoer, etc., having different whiteness or an unsmooth surface.

According to a sixth embodiment of the present invention, there is provided a receptor layer transfer sheet compris-

55 ing a substrate sheet and a t: snsferable layer disposed on one side surface of the substrate sheet, the transferable layer

being peelable from the substrate sheet and comprising a dye receptor layer,

wherein the transferable layer contains a foaming agent which has not been subjected to foaming operation.

According to the above sixth embodiment, the unevenness which has been formed by the heat and pressure due
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to a thermal head at the time of Image formation can easily be restored, whereby the surface of tne resultant image can

be retained smooth.

According to a seventh embodiment of the present invention, there Is provided a receptor layer transfer sheet com-

prising a substrate sheet and a transferable layer disposed on one side surface of the substrate sheet,

5 wherein the transferable layer contains a foaming agent which has not been subjected to foaming operation and

comprises a resin having a glass transfer point (Tg) of -20°C to 70°C.

According to an eighth emoodiment of the present invention, there is provided a receptor layer transfer sheet com-

prising a substrate sheet and a transferable layer disposed on one side surface of the substrate sheet, the transferable

layer being peelable from the substrate sheet,

10 wherein the transferable layer comprises a superposition comprising a dye receptor layer, an intermediate layer

disposed thereon, and an adhesive layer disposed on the intermedials layer; and the intermediate layer comprises at

least one resin selected from a resin which has at least partially been crosslinked and an acrylic resin.

According to a ninth embodiment of the present invention, there is provided a receptor layer transfer sheet compris-

ing a substrate sheet and a transferable layer disposed on one side surface of the substrate sheet, the transferable layer

75 being peelable from the substrate sheet,

wherein the transferable layer comprises a superposition comorising a dye receptor layer, an intermediate layer

disposed thereon, and an adhesive layer disposed on the intermediate iayer; and the intermediate layer comprises a

resin having a glass transition point (Tg) of -20°C to 70°G.

According to a tenth embodiment of the present invention, there is provided a receptor layer transfer sheet compris-

20 ing a substrate sheet and a trar ?fe< able layer disposed on one side su lace of the substrate sheet, the transferable layer

being peelable from the subsume sheet,

wherein the transferable:
:syer comprises a superposition comprising a dye receptor layer, an intermediate layer

disposed thereon, and an adhesive layer disposed on the intermediate layer; and the intermediate layer comprises a

filler.

25 According to the above seventh, eighth, ninth and tenth embodiments, even when a transferred image is formed on

paper having a rough texture and having a surface composed of exposed fibres, the fibres or unevenness does not

appear on the surface of the recepior layer; whereby images having a high quality and a high image density without

white dropout or image deficiency can be formed.

According to an eleventh embodiment of the present invention, there is provided a receptor layer transfer sheet

30 comprising a substrate sheet and a transferable layer disposed on one side surface of the substrate sheet, the transfer-

able layer being peelable from the substrate sheet,

wherein the transferable iayer comprises a superposition comorising a dye receptor layer, an intermediate layer

disposed thereon, and a bubbk containing layer disposed on the intermediate layer.

According to a twelfth embedment of the present invention, there is provided a receptor layer transfer sheet com-

35 prising a substrate sheet and a ransferable layer disposed on one sine surface of the substrate sheet, the transferable

layer being peelable from the substrate sheet and comprising a dye receptor layer,

wherein the transferable layer has a surface provided with a rrvnute unevenness configuration.

According to the above eleventh and twelfth embodiments, there may be transferred a receptor layer which is capa-

ble of providing images having 5 high quality and a high image density without white dropout or image defect even onto

40 rough paper, etc., having an unsmooih surface.

According to a first embodiment of a second aspect of the present invention, there is provided a thermal transfer

sheet comprising a continuous ^..ibstrate sheet, and a dye layer of at seast one color and at least one transferable layer

which are sequentially disposed on one side surface of the continuous substrate sheet,

wherein the transferable sev er comprises a dye receptor layer, and a release layer is disposed between the trans-

45 ferable layer and the continuous substrate sheet.

According to the above firM embodiment, the dye layer is caused to have a good adhesion property, while the

receptor layer is caused to have an adhesion property within an appropriate range.

According to a second embodiment of the present invention, there is provided a thermal transfer sheet comprising

a continuous substrate sheet, and a dye layer of at least one color and at least one transferable layer which are sequen-

50 tially disposed on one side surace of the continuous substrate sheet,

wherein the transferable layer comprises a dye receptor layer, and contains at least one species selected from a

white pigment, a fluorescent bright ener and bubbles.

According to the above second embodiment, color images of high quality may be formed regardless of the kind of

the image receiving sheet to be used for the image formation.

55 According to a third embodiment of the present invention, there is provided a thermal tranter sheet comprising a

continuous substrate sheet, and a dye layer of at least one color and at least one transferable layer which are sequen-

tially disposed on one side sur'ace of the continuous substrate sheet

wherein the transferable layer comprises a dye receptor layer, and has a thickness in the range of 3 to 40 urn.
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According to the above third embodiment, good images may be formed without causing winding wrinkles (or

creases).

According to a fourth embodiment of the present invention, there is provided a thermal transfer sheet comprising a

continuous substrate sheet and a dye layer of at least one color and at least one transferable layer which are sequen-

5 tially disposed on one side sur ace of the continuous substrate sheet.

wherein the transfeiabie layer comprises a dye receptor iayer, and the dye layer contains a component of a

release agent.

According to the above 'ourth embodiment, there may be provided images of high quality which are excellent in the

transferability of the receptc- ;aye^, film cutting property, peeling property at the time of image formation, adhesion prop-

10 erty of the protective layer, sic

According to a fifth embodiment of the present invention, there is provided a thermal transfer sheet comprising a

continuous substrate sheet and a dye layer of at least one color and at least one transferable layer which are sequen-

tially disposed on one side surface of the continuous substrate sheet,

wherein the transferable layer comprises a dye receptor layer, and an adhesive layer is disposed between the

is transferable layer and the continuous substrate sheet.

According to the above fifth embodiment, there may be provided a thermal transfer sheet wherein the dye layer has

a good adhesion property, and the receptor layer has a good peeling property.

According to a sixth embodiment of the present invention, there is provided a thermal transfer sheet comprising a

continuous substrate sheet snd a dye layer of at least one color and at least one transferable layer which are sequen-

ce tially disposed on one side surface of the continuous substrate sheet,

wherein the transferable layer comprises a superposition comprising a dye receptor layer, an intermediate layer

disposed thereon, and an cohesive layer disposed on the intermediate layer; and the intermediate layer comprises a

resin which has at least pa- ;?J y been crosslinked.

According to a seventh a*r:oodiment of the present invention, there is provided a thermal transfer sheet comprising

25 a continuous substrate sheet, and a dye layer of at least one color and at least one transferable layer which are sequen-

tially disposed on one side surface of the continuous substrate sheet,

wherein the transferable layer comprises a superposition comprising a dye receptor layer, an intermediate layer

disposed thereon, and an adhesive layer disposed on the intermediate layer; and the intermediate layer comprises a

resin having a glass transition oomt (Tg) of -20°C to 70°C.

30 According to the above si-th and seventh embodiments; the entirety of the transferable layer may be caused to

have a small thickness, when the thermal transfer sheet is in the form of a composite thermal transfer sheet.

According to a third as;. ?c\ of the present invention, there is provided a thermal transfer method, comprising:

superposing a thermal .:arsfer sheet on an image receiving sheet in a thermal transfer apparatus, and

35 supplying heat to the il-ermal transfer sheet from the back surface side thereof, thereby to transfer a dye from the

thermal transfer sheet the image receiving sheet, the thermal transfer sheet comprising a continuous substrate

sheet, and a dye layer :A at least one color and at least one transferable layer which are sequentially disposed on

one side surface of the continuous substrate sheet, the thermal transfer sheet being white and comprising a dye

receptor layer;

40 wherein detection light is supplied from a light source provided in the thermal transfer apparatus to the ther-

mal transfer sheet, and the resultant reflection or interception of the detection light based on the transferable layer

is detected, thereby to detect the presence of the transferable layer.

According a fourth aspect of the present invention, there is provided a thermal transfer apparatus, comprising:

45

an image receiving sh< at,

means for conveying tha image receiving sheet,

a thermal transfer sher-

means for conveying t! e thermal transfer sheet,

• 50 heat application means for superposing the thermal transfer sheet on the image receiving sheet and supplying heat

to the thermal transfer sheet from the back surface side thereof, thereby to transfer a dye from the thermal transfer

sheet to the image receiving sheet, and

detection means comprising a light source and a light receptor, the thermal transfer sheot comprising a continuous

substrate sheet, and a aye layer of at least one color and at least one transferable layer vhich are sequentially dis-

ss posed on one side sur,=ce of the continuous substrate sheer the transferable layer being white and comprising a

dye receptor layer;

wherein deteciir.- ibni is supplied from the light source lo the thermal transfer sheet and the resultant reflec-

tion or interception of tre ceiection light based on the transferable layer is detected, thereby to detect the presence

5
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of the transferable layer.

According to the above third and fourth aspect of the present invention, the transferable layer comprising the dye

receptor layer may function as a detection mark, and it is not necessary to form a special detection mark in the thermal

5 transfer sheet and not necessary to provide a printing unit for printing a detective mark at production line of the thermal

transfer sheet

These and other objects, features and advantages of the present nvention will become more apparent upon a con-

sideration of the following description of the preferred embodiments of the present invention taken in conjunction with

the accompanying drawings.

w
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIGS. 1 and 4 to 6 are sc'iomatic sectional views each showinc a receptor layer transfer sheet according to an

embodiment of the present invor tion

75 FIG. 2 is a schematic sectional view showing a state wherein a transferable layer is transferred to a transfer receiv-

ing material by using the receptor layer transfer sheet according to the present invention.

FIG. 3 is a schematic plan vew showing the receptor layer transfer sheet according to an embodiment of the

present invention.

FIGS. 7 to 10 and 12 to 1C-. ?re schematic sectional views each showing the thermal transfet sheet according to an

20 embodiment of the present inv-.-tion.

FIG. 11 is a schematic pc- r.o~c
J

»ve view showing the thermal transfer sheet according to an embodiment of the

present invention.

FIGS. 14 and 15 are scrv.r*iic sectional views showing the thermal transfer method according to the present

invention.

25

DE$CR1PT1QN OF PREFERP-^D EMBODIMENTS

Hereinbelow, the present invention will be specifically described with reference to preferred embodiments thereof.

Referring to FIG. 1 , a receotor layer transfer sheet according to the present invention comprises a substrate sheet

so 1 and a transferable layer A comprising a dye receiving layer 2 disposed thereon, wherein the transferable layer A con-

tains bubbles. In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the intermediate layer 3 and/or the adhesive layer 4

included in the transferable lay<< contains bubbles.

When the transferable laye- A is transferred to rough paper by using the above receptor layer transfer sheet, since

the transferable layer A contain-g the bubbles 5 is soft, the unevenness of the rough paper 6 is filled with the transfer-

35 able layer A and the bubbles 5 =: e simultaneously crushed due to the printing pressure at the time of the transfer oper-

ation. As a result, the transfer?S a 'aver A is thinned and ihe surface of the receptor layer 2 is retained smooth.

The substrate sheet 1 to b* used in the present invention may be the same as that used in the conventional thermal

transfer sheet as such. Howevor the substrate sheet 1 is not restricted to such a conventional substrate sheet, but may

also be another substrate sheet.

40 Specific examples of the oreferred substrate sheet may include thin papers such as glassine paper, capacitor

paper, and paraffin paper; plast ;c sheets or films comprising plastics such as polyester, polypropylene, cellophane,

polycarbonate, cellulose acetalF:. polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride, polystyrene, nylon, polyimide, polyvinylidene chlo-

ride, and ionomer; substrate shears comprising a composite of such a plastic sheet or film and ine paper as described

above; etc..

45 The thickness of the subsume sheet may appropriately be changed corresponding to the material constituting it so

as to provide suitable strength heat resistance thereof, but the thickness may preferably be 3 to 100 ^m.

It is preferred to form a release layer on the surface of the subsirate sheet 1 ,
prior to the formation of the receptor

layer 2. Such a release layer m=.y he formed from a release agent such as waxes, silicone wax, silicone resins, fluorine

containing resins, and acrylic i esir.s. The release layer may be formed in the same manner as that for a receptor layer

50 as described hereinbelow. It is suf icient that the release layer has a thickness of about 0.5 to 5 urn. When a matte (or

matted) receptor layer is desired after the transfer operation, it is possible to incorporate various particles in the release

layer, or to use a substrate sheet having a matted surface on the release layer side thereof so as to provide a matted

surface. As a matter of course, when the above substrate sheet has an appropriate reusability, it is not necessary to

form the release layer.

55 The dye receptor layer 2 to be formed on the surface of the above substrate sheet is one such that it may receive

a sublimable dye migrating from (c transferring from) the thermal transfer sheet after it is transferred to an arbitrary (or

optional) transfer receiving malarial, and may retain the thus formed image.

Specific examples of the r*sir for forming the dye receptor layer 2 may include: polyolef in t/pe resin such as poly-

6
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propylene; halogenated pc'ymer such as polyvinyl chloride and pclyvinylidene chloride; vinyl type polymers such as

polyvinyl acetate and polydcrync acid esters; polyester type resin such as polyethylene terephthalate and polybutylene

terephthalate; polystyrene -ype resins; polyamide type resins; copolymer resins comprising olefin such as ethylene and

propylene, and another vinyl monomer; ionomers. cellulose type resins such as cellulose diacetate; polycarbonate;

5 etc.. Particularly preferred examples thereof may inciude vinyl type resins and polyester type resins.

Preferred examples of -he release agent to be used as a mixture with the above resin may include silicone oil, phos-

phoric acid ester type surfactants, fluorine containing surfactants, etc.. Particularly preferred examples thereof may

include silicone oil. Such a ;./ione oil may preferably be a modified silicone oil such as epoxy modified silicone oil, alkyl

modified silicone oil, amino modified silicone oil, carboxyl modified silicone oil. alcohol modified silicone oil, fluorine

io modified silicone oil. alkylarallylpoiyether modified silicone oil, epoxy • polyether modified silicone oil, and polyether

modified silicone oil.

The release agent ma\ be used either singly or as a combination of two or more species thereof. The release agent

may preferably be added tc- the dye receptor layer in an amount of 0.5 to 30 wt.parts with respect to 1 00 wtparts of the

resin constituting the dye receptor layer. If such an addition amount is not in the above range, there can occur a problem

15 such that substrate sheet i sticks to the dye receptor layer 2 or the printing sensitivity can be lowered, in some cases.

When the above release agent is added to the dye receptor layer 2, the release agent is bled or exuded to the surface

of the receptor layer 2 after the transfer operation so as to form thereon a release layer.

The receptor layer 2 may be formed by applying a dispersior to one side surface of the above substrate sheet 1

and then drying the resultam coating. The dispersion may be prepared by adding an additive, such as release agent, to

20 the resin as described above as desired, and dissolving the resultant mixture in an appropriate organic solvent, or by

dispersing the mixture in an organic solvent or water. The resultant dispersion may be applied onto the substrate sheet

1 , e.g., by a gravure printing method, a screen printing method, a reverse roll coating method using a gravure plate, etc..

When the above recep-r k.yer 2 is formed, a pigment or filler such as titanium oxide, zinc oxide, kaolin clay, calcium

carbonate and silica fine powdvr can be added to the receptor lay or 2 for the purpose of improving the whiteness of the

25 dye receptor layer to further .morove the clarity (or ccior def inition} of the resultant transferred image and improving the

film cutting of the receptor :'.ve: 2.

The dye receptor layer *o he formed in the above manner can have an arbitrary thickness, but may generally have

a thickness of 1 to 20 urn. Such a dye receptor layer may preferably comprise a continuous coating but may also be

formed a discontinuous cof tnn by using a resin emulsion or resin dispersion.

30 It is preferred to further disoose an adhesive layer 4 cn the surface of the above receptor layer so as to improve the

transferability of the receptor layer 2. The adhesive iayer 4 may be formed by applying a solution of a resin and then

drying the resultant coating S-. ch a resin may preferably comprise one showing good adhesion property at the time of

heating, such as polyamiti': esin, acrylic resin, vinyl chloride res! n, vinyl chloride-vinyl ace tate copolymer resin, and

polyester resin. The adhesive layer may preferably have a thickness of 0.5 to 10 urn.

35 In the present invention '[ s possible to dispose an intermediate layer 3 between the receptor layer 2 and the adhe-

sive layer 4 as described anova. The intermediate layer junctions so as to prevent the release agent contained in the

receptor layer 2 from migr&iing to the adhesive layer A. The material constituting the intermediate layer 3 may comprise

a resin which is less compare with the release agent. Specific examples of such a resin may include: vinyl chloride

vinyl acetate copolymers, polyvinyl acetate resin, acrylic resin, polyamide resin and polystyrene resin. The intermediate

40 layer 3 may preferably have g thickness of about 2 to 1 0 ^m. The intermediate layer 3 may be formed in the same man-

ner as that for the above receptor layer.

The receptor layer transfer sheet according to the present invention is characterized in that bubbles are incorpo-

rated in at least one layer constituting the transferable layer A to be formed in the manner as described above. The

method of incorporating the bubble in the above iayer, may be one wherein a foaming agent is incorporated in a coating

45 liquid to be used at the time of the formation of each of the respBCtive layers, and the foaming agent is subjected to

foaming at an appropriate 'smperature at the time of or after the drying of the coating formed by the application of the

coating liquid.

The foaming agent to I -e used for such a purpose may be one which is capable of being decomposed at a high tem-

perature to generate a gas inch as oxygen, carbonic acid gas, and nitrogen. Specific examples of such a foaming agent

so may include: decompositicn ;ype foaming agents such as dinitrop<;ntamethy!enetetramine, d^azoaminobenzene, azobi-

sisobutyronitrile, and azod'.carboamide; and known foaming agen- (or foaming material) surh as so called "micro bal-

loon" which may be prepare by microencapsulating a low boiling point liquid such as butane and pentane, with a resin

such as polyvinylidene chin ids and polyacrylonitrile. Further, it is also possible to use a foaming material which is pre-

pared by subjecting the above micro balloon to foaming operation in advance.

55 The above foaming ager.t y> foaming material may preferably be used in an amount such that the layer containing

the bubbles may provide a framing magnification (or expansion coefficient) in the range of aoout 1 .5 to 20. Particularly

preferred examples of the Naming agent may include the above micro balloon which can be subjected to the foaming

operation at a relatively lowoi temperature. Samples thereof of van mjs grades are available from Matsumoto Yushi K.K.,
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and each of them may be use*: n he present invention.

In the preset invention, \
xr* resin for forming the dye receptor layer may comprise a vinyl chloride-vinyl acetate

copolymer having a degree of polymerization of 400 or below, more prefeabty 150 to 350.

When the above vinyl chloride-vinyl acetate copolymer having a specific degree of polymerization is selected as

5 the resin for forming the dye receptor layer, the film cutting of the receptor layer may be improved so that the dye recep-

tor layer may accurately be imparted to a desired portion of an arbitrary image receiving sheet.

In the receptor layer transier sheet according to the present inversion a white pigment and bubbles and/or bubbles

covered with (or coated with) a white pigment may be incorporated in ai least one layer constituting the transferable

layer. When the white pigment and the bubbles and/or the bubbles ccvered with the white pigment are incorporated in

w the above layer, it is preferred that the white pigment and the bubbles and/or the bubbles covered with the white pigment

(or a foaming agent to be usee for the formation thereof) are incorporated in a coating liquid to be used for formation of

each layer, the coating liquid is -.pp'ied onto a predetermined surface, and the foaming agent is subjected to the foaming

operation at the time of or afte. the drying of the resultant coating.

The white pigment to be u= ed
:

or such a purpose may preferably be one having a strong hiding power such as tfta-

15 nium oxide and zinc oxide. The w^.iie pigment may be added to the r eceptor layer, intermediate layer and/or adhesive

layer in an amount of about 1 ;•; PCO wt.parts. with respeci to 100 wt.parts of the resin constituting such a layer. Further,

the foaming agent to be used ''or such a purpose may be the same si. that as described hereinabove.

FIG. 3 is a schematic plan vew showing another embodiment of ihe receptor layer transfer sheet according to the

present invention. Referring tc FiG. 3, the receptor layer transfer sheet 10 in this embodiment comprises a substrate

20 sheet 1 1 and a pattern of a rec-Mor iayer 12 disposed on the surface of the substrate sheet 1

1

FIG. 4 is a schematic lonr..-jf'inal sectional view showing a section of the receptor layer t-ansfer sheet shown in

FIG. 3 along the line of IV- IV, y.- : * e; ein an adhesive layer 13 is disposed on the entire surface of he substrate sheet 1

1

(inclusive of the surface of the ;:;p!or layer 12) on whicn the receptor layer 12 has been disposed.

As a matter of course, an < - 3= mediate layer (not shown) may also be disposed between the receptor layer 12 and

25 the adhesive layer 13 in the same manner as in the embodiment as described above.

In this embodiment, since ir-e ecepior layer 12 is formed so thai it may have a predetermined pattern in advance,

the edge of the receptor layer transferred to a transfer receiving material becomes sharp.

In a further embodiment cl :he receptor layer transfer sheet according to the present invention, at least one layer

constituting the transferable layer A as in shown in FIG. 1 contains fibers.

30 The ffoers to be used in th*s embodiment may be those having a length which does not substantially impair the

coating property of the coating liquid for the formation of such a layer. Specific examples of short fibers to be used for

such a purpose may include: in- rg^nic fibers (whisker, columnar crystal) such as potassium titanate fibers, silicone car-

bide fibers, silica glass fibers, bore "i nitride fibers, aluminum oxide fibers, and glass fibers; organ'c fibers such as nylon,

acrylic resin, polyester, and co<*on: etc.. The above fibers may preferably be white or colorless. These fibers can also

35 be colored to a certain extent such that it does not substantially obstruct the image formation. Such fibers to be used in

the present invention may pre^aWy have a diameter oi about 0.1 to 1 |.im, a length of about T) urn to 2 mm, and an

aspect ratio of about 50 : 1

.

In a case where the dye rs-.ep-or layer, intermediate layer or adhesive layer is formed by using the above fibers and

a resin, the fibers may prefers!: tv \& used in an amount of abc.ut 0.1 to 40 wt.parts with respec: to 100 wt.parts of the

40 resin solid content, while the z- ic it or- amount of the fibers can vary depending on the kind of th'i fibers actually used.

When the fibers are incorsTS-ed in the transferable layer A in such a manner, the transfer! ed receptor layer does

not collapse on the basis of il-e b-idge effect of the libers contained in the transferable layer, even when the transfer

receiving material has uneven w to a certain extent. Accordingly, there is provided a receptor iayer transfer sheet and

a thermal transfer image receiving sheet which are capable of providing images having a high quality and a high image

45 density without white dropout cr -mage defect even on rough paper, ~tc, having an unsmooth surface.

In a further embodiment o! 'ho receptor layer transfer sheet according to the present invention, at least one layer

constituting the transferable l~\e- \ as shown in FIG. 1 contains a foaming agent which is not substantially subjected

to the foaming operation. The f- .an ing agent in such a substantially non foaming state to be usee 1 for the above purpose

may be one which can slightly ca.n but does not substantially foam at a temperature at which ?ach of the respective

so layer is formed and the transfe^ab-a 'ayer is transferred. Preferred examples of such a foaming agent may include the

foaming agents as described •
•.** e :nabove.

The above foaming agent oay be contained in any of the respective layers but may preferably be contained in the

intermediate layer and/or adhesive layer, particularly preferably in a foaming agent layer disposed between the interme-

diate layer and the adhesive layer When the foaming agent is contained in the receptor layer or ihe intermediate layer,

55 it is possible that the foaming agent excessively foams due to the heat supplied from a thermal head so as to form some

convexities. When the foaming agent is contained in the foaming agent iayer, the excessive foaming of the foaming

agent is suppressed by the intermediate layer. Particularly, in a case where a relatively hard film such as film of a

crosslinked resin is used as the intermediate layer, the above mentioned excessive foaming prevention effect is most
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remarkable. On the other : a:v\ when ihe foaming agent is contained in the aohesive layer, the excessive foaming is

further suppressed but a lew ng of atihes :veness may be caused.

In a further erribodimem c? ihe receptor layer transfer sheet according to ihe present nvention, the intermediate

layer constituting the transferable layer A as shown in FIG. 1 comprises one formed from an acrylic resin or a resin at

5 least a part of which is crcss'ir.ked.

Such an intermediate aver has a function of preventing the fiber s exposed to the surface of a transfer receiving

material such as paper an:i ihe foaming agent excessiviy foamed by beat from a thermal head from being exposed to

the surface of the transferred receptor layer. The intermediate layer may preferably comprise a film having a hardness

to a certain extent Such a
; In may preferably comprise a resin which has been so modified that if has a certain reactive

w group selected from various ^ecies thereof. Specific examples rf (he modified resin may include: polyurethane resin,

polyester resin, acrylic res«-\ polyethylene type resin, butadiene lubber, epoxy resin, vinyl chloride-vinyl acetate copol-

ymer resin, polyamide type res n. binary or ternary copolymer resins comprising a monomer such as vinylchloride, vinyl

acetate, ethylene and propylene, ionomer resin, cellulose type resins such as cellulose diacetate, polycarbonate, etc..

Particularly preferred examples inereof may include reactive acrylic resin and reactive polyester resin.

15 The crosslinking ageni tc be used for crosslinking the above resin may comprise: polyaldehyde, polyamine,

polymethylpl compound, poiycarboxylic acid, polyepoxy compound, polyisocyanate, etc.. Particularly preferred exam-

ples of the crosslinking agen* may include polyisocyanates. The method of crosslinking to be used for such a purpose

may be known one. The degree of crosslinking may preferably be such that the resultant crosslinked film does not

become too hard. More specifically, in the case of a polyester resin or acrylic resin having a hydroxy! functional group,

20 it is preferred to use the po-fyisocyanate in an amount of about 0.5 to 30 wt.parts, with respect to 100 wt.parts of the

above resin.

The intermediate layei to r e formed in ihe above manner may generally have a thickness of about 0.5 to 10 um. In

the case of a thermal trans' *3r s.neet as shown in FIG. 2 wherein dye layers of respective cold s and a transfer protection

layer are sequentially forr e-.i jn a predetermined surface, the dye layer generally has a thickness of about several

25 microns. In a case where ihe transfer protection layer is too thick, there can occur a problem such as crease or wrinkle

in some cases, when the con -posite thermal transfer material is wound up in a roll to be stored or is rewound at the time

of the image formation. In ~ .-;-> a case, in order to solve the above problem, it is preferred -o form the receptor layer,

intermediate layer and ad- -;v-e layer so thai the totel thickness of these layer is as small as possible. For example, it

is preferred that the interm - Ive layer is caused to have a relatively small thickness of about 0.5 to 40 um, and the other

30 layers are formed so that t
1^ thickness thereof become as small ; s possible, whereby the total thickness is about 1 to

4 um. Even when the tota iNokness is \-e6uceci to such an extent, since the intermediate >ayer comprise a relatively

hard crosslinked film, it mav suppress the ill effect due to the fibes exposed to the surface of the paper at the time of

the transfer of the receptor layer.

In a further embodime' it oi the receptor transfer sheet according to the present invention, the resin constituting the

35 intermediate layer of the tr-.ns^rable layer A as shown in FIG. 1 may comprise a filler. Such an intermediate layer has

a function of preventing tr* cers exposed to the surface of a transfer receiving material such as paper from being

exposed to the surface of
;! ~- transferred receptor layer, and a function of preventing the foaming agent excessively

foamed by heat from a the: " ? head from forming holes on the transferred receptor layer.

In a further embodime- cf the receptor transfer sheet according to the present invention, the resin constituting the

40 intermediate layer of the trs.-.sforable Saver A as shown in FIG. 1 may comprise a resin havu.g a Tg of -20°C to 70°C

Specific examples of i
x « rosm having a Tg of -2G°C io 70°C oreferably -20°C to 40°C) may include: polyurethane

resin, polyester resin, acry'tc r'-sin, polyethylene type resin, buts*'iene rubber, epoxy resin, -iny! chloride-vinyl acetate

copolymer resin, polyamide 4ype resin, binary or ternary copolymer resins comprising a monomer such as vinyl chlo-

ride, vinyl acetate, ethylene and propylene, ionomer resin, etc.. Particularly preferred examples of such a resin may

45 include those which are capable of providing an intermediate layer having a tensile elongation at break in the range of

50 to 1000%.

If the Tg of the resin exceeds 70°C, or the tensile elongation a- break thereof is below 50 %, there occurs such prob-

lems as a lowering of flexiviit/ of the transferred receptor layer, a white dropout in the image on the transferred receptor

layer and a reduction of sensibility at thermal printing operation. On the other hand, if the Tg is too low, or the tensile

so elongation is too large, the:e occurs such a problem as a reduction of the film cutting property of the receptor layer. The

abovementioned tensile el ration at break can be measured by '.he following manner.

Preparation of sample-'.-: coating liquid for the intermediate 1 syer is applied on the release paper so as to provide

a layer having a thickness (after drying) of 10 um.

55 Then, a piece of cm :< 1 cm is cut out from ihe resui:ant. and the release paper is peeled away from the

piece.

• Measurement: The pie-c* is attached to Tensilon (mfd. by TCYG Seiki K.K.) end measured.
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FIG. 5 is a schematic secton?.; view of an embodiment of the receptor layer transfer sheet according to the present

invention. Preferring to FIG. 5 \i i receptor layer transfer sheet 20 in :his embodiment comprises a substrate sheet 21

and a transferable layer dispo^ en n one side surface of the substrate sheet 21 . The transferable layer comprises a dye

receptor layer 22, a bubble containing layer 23, an intermediate layer 24 disposed between the dye receptor layer 22

5 and the bubble containing lay-.: 2". and an adhesive layer 25 disposed on the bubble containing layer 23. The bubble

containing layer 23 constituting the transferable layer may be formed oy applying a coating liquid containing a thermo-

plastic resin as a binder and bubbles to a predetermined surface and drying the resuliant coating. Specific examples of

the thermoplastic resin may induce: polyurethane resin, acrylic resin, polyethylene type resin, butadiene rubber and

epoxy resin.

w Particularly preferred examples of such a thermoplastic resin may comprise a resin having a Tg of -20°C to 70°C.

The resin having a Tg of 70°C or below may be capable of imparting a foaming e'feciency of a foaming agent and a

f lexivility of the receptor layer. The > esin having a Tg of -20°C or above may be capable of imparting a film cutting prop-

erty of the receptor layer.

As a method of incorporates 'ne bubbles in the layer 23, there may be used a method wherein the bubbles per se

15 are incorporated in the layer c
'

. \r d a method wherein a foaming agent is incorporated in the layer 23 and the foaming

agent is subjected to the foam n-j operation after the for- nation of the layer 23.

The forming agent to be -^c-d for such a purpose may be any o: the various foaming agents as described herein-

above. The bubble containing a; cr 23 may preferably have a thickness o- about 2 to 20 urn.

The substrate sheet, dye ;e Mor layer, intermediate layer, and adhesive layer io be used h this embodiment may

20 be formed in the same mannr- -

r.s «n the embodiment described abo^e with reference to FIG. 1

.

According to such a recep or y.ansfer sheet 20 of this embodiment, in a case where an imane is formed on a trans-

fer receiving material by using v, :h .-rmal head after the transfer thereto of -he receptor layer, even when the bubbles are

again expanded due to the he .1 v ppiied from the thermal head, no defect is caused in the receptor layer. As a result,

there may be transferred the »;< e; lor layer which is capable providing images having a high quality and a high image

25 density without white dropout >t r. age defect even onto rough paper, etc., having an unsmooth surface.

FIG. 6 is a schematic sec "c v ! view showing an embodiment of the receptor layer transfer sheet according to the

present invention. Referring \<
:zs

(
1

6, the receptor laye; transfer sheet 30 in this embodiment comprises a substrate

sheet 31 and a transferable lr -.isposed on one side -urfece of the substrate sheet 31. The transferable layer com-

prises a releasing layer 32, a r ior layer 33, and an aehesive laye: 34. On the surface of the ;ransferabie layer, there

30 is provided a minute unevenm-sr configuration (or pattern).

As the method of providing the minute unevenness configuration to the surface of the transferable layer (the surface

of the adhesive layer 34 in the em* jodimeni shown in FIG. 6), there may be used a method wherein a filler is added to

the coating liquid for forming tne adhesive layer at the time of the formation of the adhesive layer. Specific examples of

the filler may include; organic r.r n-rganic fillers which are incompatible with an adhesive, such as titanium oxide, micro

35 silica, teflon particles, silicon powc-er, colloidal silica, silicone rubber, calcium stearate, calcium carbonate, benzoguan-

amine resin particles, clay, baiim sulfate, talc, magneisum hydroxide, zinc oxide, glass beads, alumina, mica, fluori-

nated graphite, styrene rer-.r .^articles, vinylidene-acrylonitrile resin particles, urea-formalin resin particles,

polymethacrylate resin particks rvion resin particles, cellulose resin particles, wax particles, polyethylene resin parti-

cles, and potassium titanate p- rx'n $s. These resin particles may generally have a particle size o ? about 0. 1 to 5 u/n, and

40 the addition amount thereof 1-. ' v- adhesive layer 34 may generally be about 20 to 100 wt.pa- ts, with respect to 100

wt.parts of the adhesive resin
r

h ? above particle size is too small or the addition amount is too r.mall, it is not sufficient

to form a good minute uneven - -s: configuration. If the above particle size is too large, the surface smoothness of the

transferable receptor layer is c •-<:;- ased. If the addition amount is too large, the adhesive property or film coating prop-

erty of the adhesive layer 34 i: t n .esirably decreased.

45 As another method of prc-icirg the minute unevenness configuration to the adhesive layer 34, there may be used

a method wherein a foaming a iv.tr- or bubbles are incorporated in the adhesive layer 34. The foaming agent to be used

for such a purpose may be or e V-ich is capable of being decomposed at a high temperature to generate a gas such

as oxygen, carbonic acid gas. ar;; nitrogen. Specific examples of such a foaming agent may ;nclude: decomposition

type foaming agents such as ii-»ii opentamethyleneietramine, c'iazcaminobenzene, azobisisohutyronitrile, and azodi-

50 carboamide; and known foanv'C. ; gent (or foaming material) such as so called micro balloon which may be prepared

by microencapsulating a low I -i>'n 3 point liquid such as butane and jrsniane. with a resin such as polyvinyl idene chlo-

ride and polyacrylonitrile. Fur *rr it is aiso preferred io use a foaming material which is prepared by subjecting the

above micro balloon to foaming y. eration in advance, or the micro balloon coated with (or covered with) a white pig-

ment, etc..

55 As a further method, it is possible to use a method wherein the surface of the adhesive layer 34 once formed is sub-

jected to enbossing by use of an enbossing roll, a shaping sheet, etc..

It is preferred that the minute unevenness configuration formed in the above manner is regulated corresponding to

the surface roughness of the transfer receiving material. In general, however, it is preferred to use the minute uneven-
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ness configuration compa ahle to the above panicle size. When he surface ur.svenness configuration is represented

by an average surface reunhn^ss *ne Ra may Generally be in ihe range of 0.01 to 30 y.m, more preferably in the

range of 0.1 to5um.

FIG. 7 is a schematic .-act. :>nal view showing an embodiment z\ the thermal transfer sheet according to the present

5 invention. Referring to FIG 7. ne thermal transfer sh-: et 40 in this embodiment comprises a substrate sheet 41 and dye

layers 42 of four colors (ye.lew layer 42Y. magenta la; er 42M, cyan layer 42C, and black layer 423K) and dye receptor

layers 43 which are sequential' y disposed on one side surface of the substrate sheet 41 by the medium of an adhesion

promotion layer 45. Further, a release layer 44 is disposed between ihe dye receptor layer 43 and the adhesion promo-

tion layer 45, so that the dye receptor layer 43 is releasable from ihe substrate sheet 41.

10 As the substrate sheei 4 I , "here may be used the same subs;, ate sheet as in the case oi the receptor layer transfer

sheet as described above The adhesion promotion U yer 45 to be formed on the surface of the substrate sheet 41 may

be formed, e.g.. by using he surface treating method as described in Japanese Laid Open Patent Application Nos.

204939/1987, 257844/1 9f-" er;.. More specifically, it •$ possible to form such a layer by applying a certain coating liquid

to the surface of the subs : r* te sheet 4 ' by an appropriate application method and drying the resultant coating. The

is coating liquid usable for su • a purpose may include: aqueous disoersions or solutions in an organic solvent comprising

a resin of a heat curing tyre = catalyst curing type, or an ionizing radiation curing type, such as crosslinked type poly-

urethane resin, acrylic typk s-es n, melamine type resin and epoxy type resin. The thus formed adhesion promotion layer

45 may preferably have a ?'v.ok 'iess of 1 ^m or below, more preferably 0.05 to 1 .0 urn

It is preferred to form -fr? .'.dhesion promotion layer 45 so that ii may have a uniform thickness. For example, the

20 adhesion promotion layer >avir g a thickness of i urn or below in ihe form of a uniform thin iilm may be formed by dis-

posing an adhesion promoter, *ayer having a thickness of several microns on the substrate sheet 41 before the stretch-

ing (or orientation) treatrrr-M ;f the substrate sheet 41, and then subjecting the resultant substrate sheet to biaxial

stretching treatment.

The dye layer 42 to be "om ed on the above substrate sheet 4 1 may be a layer wherein a dye is carried by an appro-

25 priate binder resin.

The dye to be used ir h s embodiment may be any of dyes unable in the conventional thermal transfer sheet, and

is not particularly restricts
:

.
?< ».i?SYed examples of such a dye may include; red dyes such as MS Red G, Macrolex Red

Violet R, Ceres Red 7B, S <n a on Red HBSL, Resoin Red F3BS: yellow dyes such as Horon Brilliant Yellow 6GL, PTY

52, Macrolex Yellow 6G; a rj oN.«e dyes such as Kayaset Blue 714. Wacsorin Blue A? FW, Horon Briiliant Blue S-R, and

30 MS Blue 100.

As the binder for carry !:ie above mentioned n/e, any of known binders can be used. Preferred examples of the

binder resin may include: ^vu ose resins such as ei.iylcellulose, nydroxyelhylcaliulose, ethylhydroxycellulose, hydrox-

ypropylcellulose, methylce. 'i o;e, cellulose acetate, ~nd cellulose ace-ate buiyrate; vinyl type resins such as polyvinyl

alcohol, polyvinyl acetate, pol; /inyl butyral. polyvinyl acetal, polyvinyl pyrrclidone, and polyacryl amide; and polyester

35 resin. Among these, celluS >se i
:
'pe resins, acetal type resins, butyra! type resins, and polyesier type resins are particu-

larly preferred in view of h-va: r distance, migration property of the dye. etc..

The dye layer 42 can {

jr;her contain an additive selected from various addiuves known in the prior art, as desired.

Such a dye layer 42 ma*-' ireferably be formed ry dissolving or dispersing ihe above mentioned sublimable dye,

binder resin and another crn/r&i components in an appropriate solvent to prepare a coatinc material or ink for forming

40 the dye layer; sequentially *c o ' 'ing the coating mater* sl(s) or ink(r ) cn-o the above mentioned substrate film; and drying

the resultant coating.

The thus formed dye iayei 42 may generally have a thickness of about 0.2 to 5.0 pm, preferably about 0.4 to 2.0

jim. The sublimable dye orient in the dye layer 42 may preferably te 5 to 30 wt%, more preferably 10 to 70 wt.%

based on the weight of th~ «J /e layer.

45 In this embodiment of -he present invention, a release agent is added to the above ink tor forming the dye layer at

the time of the formation o the dye layer 42. in another embodiment, it is possible to form a -elease agent layer on the

surface of the dye layer aflei tl e formation of the dye layer 42.

Preferred examples o' the release agent to be used for such a purpose may include; silicone oil, phosphoric acid

ester type surfactants, fluon're containing surfactants, etc.. Particularly preferred examples thereof may include silicone

50 oil. Such a silicone oil may preferably be a modified silicone oil s-jch as epoxy modified silicone oil, alkyl modified sili-

cone oil. amino modified Hiccie oil, carboxyl modified silicone r
. \

t
alcohol modified silicone oil. fluorine modified sili-

cone oil, alkylaralkylpclyei *er \ modified silicone oil, and epoxy-pciyether modified silicone oil

The release agent ma l.:e used either singly or as a combina'Jon of two or more species thereof. In a case where

the release agent is addei -he dye layer 42 the release agent may preferably be added to the dye layer 42 in an

55 amount of 0.5 to 30 wt.pa' r v. th respect to 100 wi.parts of the resin constituting ihe dye la/er 42. If such an addition

amount is not in the abovr T i e. there can occur a problem such -hat thermal transfer shee; sticks to the dye receptor

layer on a transfer receivir terial or the printing sensitivity can v-e lowered, in some cases. When the above release

agent is added to the dye -.yer 42, the release agent is bled or exuded to the surface of the eye layer 42 after the trans-
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fer operation so as to form th= ear a release layer.

Instead of the use of the for v -j release agent, there may also be used a binoer which has heen modified by using

a releasing segment such as * s'^cne compound, fluorine containing <. ompound and long chain sliphatic compound, as

a resin to be used for the torn arc » of the dye layer.

5 When the release agent romp onent is contained in ;he dye layer in the manner as described above, there may be

provided a color image of high ourlity which is excellent in the transferability of the receptor layer, film cutting property,

releasability at the time of ime- r~ formation, adhesion property of the protection layer, etc..

The dye receptor layer 43 :o be formed on the surface of the above substrate film 4 1 is one such that it may receive

a sublimable dye migrating fror, (cr transferring from) the thermal transfer sheet after it is transferred to an arbitrary (or

w optional) transfer receiving material, and may retain the thus formed image.

A plurality of the dye receptor layer 43 are sequentially formed o.i the above mentioned predetermined surface in

relation with the above dye la *er *2. The relation thereof with the dye layer is not particularly restricted. For example,

specific examples of such a rustic.i may include; a sequence of receptor layer -> Y -* M -» C — Bk receptor layer;

a sequence of receptor layer receptor layer -»Y -» M C -> -> receptor layer-receptcr layer; a sequence of

15 receptor layer Y -> recepto" iay *r -> M --receptor layer ~> C -> re ;eptor layer -> 3k -preceptor layer; etc..

Prior to the formation of the :e :epior layer 43, the re'ease layer 4':- is formed only on the side of the substrate sheet

on which the receptor layer 4? is t-< be formed. The above release la\er 44 should be formed from a material such that

it provides an adhesion betw~f-.n -he release layer 44 and the subs rate sheet 41 which is larger than the adhesion

between the release layer 44 \r--j he receptor layer 43. Such a material may preferably comprise a resin which is not

20 substantially melted with the i ^t --ppiied thereto at the -una of the transfer of the receptor layer and is less compatible

with the resin constituting the c-t> :tor layer 43.

In the release layer 44, it r necessary to use a resin vhich provides litile tackiness at a high temperature. For exam-

ple, it is preferred to use a res-n hf-ving a softening point of ;30"C or higher for such a purpose.

Preferred examples there-v mvy include: polyvinyl alcohol, polyvinyl acetal, polyvinyl butyrai, polyvinyl pyrrolidone,

25 polyamide, polyurethane, cell-Jos* resin, polycarbonate, styrene resin, etc.. It is also possible to use an ionizing radia-

tion curing resin which is cap--?e M being crosslinked to be cured (or hardened) by electron beams or ultraviolet rays.

The release layer comprising *uc
l

. a resin strongly adhe.es to the substrate film and is not me! 4ed at a temperature at

the time of the transfer opera;
-

:
*

. accordingly, the rscep.or layer 43 ran easily be r eeled from !ne release layer 44.

As a matter of course, sil-.n.v resins, fluorine containing resins, etc., are we!! known as resins excellent in releas-

30 ability. However, such a resin «. 'S'-d for the above purpose, it provides too excessive releasabilky and does not provide

good film cutting at the time o -

:

.

: >e ransfer operation.

The release layer 44 may f? rmed in the same manner as in the case of the receptor layer 43 as described here-

inbelow. It is sufficient that the relc-ase layer has a thickness of about 0.5 to 5 urn.

It is also possible to add ? metal chelate or matting agent to the -eiease layer 44 so as to regulate the adhesion of

35 the release layer 44 with the substrate sheet 41 or the receptor layer 43 and provide a matted receptor layer.

The dye receptor layer 43 nay be formed from a resin having a good dyeing property with respect to the sublimable

dye. Specific examples of sue- a ! -?sin may include resins to be used for the formation of the receptor layer constituting

the receptor layer transfer sher. sr- described hereinabove. It is preferred to use a release agent in combination at the

time of the formation of the reoept x layer A3, in the same manner as in the case of the dye receptor layer constituting

40 the receptor layer transfer she V : s also possible to add a pigment, a filler, etc., s elected from various species thereof,

to the receptor layer 43. Thes*. f e : -ase agent, pigment and filler to be used for such a purpose may be the same as in

the case of the formation of tl e e eptor layer constituting the receptor layer transfer sheet.

The receptor layer 43 ma. he 'ormed by a method according to t!-e method for forming the receptor layer constitut-

ing the receptor layer transfe- shest as described above. It is also possible to farm an intermediate iayer or adhesive

45 layer on the surface of the rec ?|Mc - iayer 43, in -he same manner as .n the case of the receptor layer transfer sheet as

described above.

In the thus formed thernv. tra isfer sheet 40. the adhesion between the dye iayer 42 and the substrate sheet 41 is

strong and the adhesion between he receptor layer *3 and the subs;rate sheet 41 may be in an apptopriate range.

FIG. 8 is a schematic sec': z view showing an embodiment of the thermal transfer sheet according to the present

so invention. Referring to FIG. 8, -jv- . lermal transfer sheet :
-0 in this embodiment comprises a substrate sheet 51 and dye

layers 52 of four colors (yellov- U./- r 52Y, magenta layer f,2'vA, cyan la/er 52C, and black layer 5;2Bk) and a transferable

layer 53 comprising a dye recAoio layer 54, an intermediate layer 55 and an adhesive layer 56 which are sequentially

disposed on one side surface ->J ire substrate sheet 51

.

In the above thermal transfer sheet 50 is characterized in that e' least one layer selected from the receptor layer

55 54, adhesive layer 56 and inte< me-'iiate layer 55 contains a white pigr lent, a fluorescent bringhtening agent (or fluores-

cent brightener) and/or bubbles k. order to incorporate such a white pigment, etc.. to the above layer, it is possible to

incorporate the white pigmen.. sic , to a coating liquid to be used for forming each of the above layers.

The white pigment has an object of improving the whiteness and the hinding power of the c'ye receptor layer so as

12
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to prevent the backgrouno color of an image receiving sheet from affecting tne resultant image. Specific examples of

such a white pigment ma; include white pigments such as titanium c;:ide. zinc oxide, kaol n clay, calcium carbonate,

and silica fine powder. Wr !e if e addition amount of the white pigment may vary depending on the kind of the pigment

to be used for such a puons^, the addition amoun; may generally be about i to TOO wl parts with respect to 100

5 wt.parts of the resin constririr.i the receptor layer.

The fluorescent brigr.ening agent has a function ci removing the yellowish hue of the receptor layer so as to

improve the whiteness the e> Specific examples thereof may include known fluorescent brightening agents such as

those of stilbene type, diariinodiphenyl type, oxazole type, imidazole type, thiazole type, courmarm (or coumalin) type,

naphthalimide type, thiopher e ype. etc.. The fluorescent brightening agent may show a sufficient effect at an extremely

w low concentration, e.g., 0X1 to 5 wt%, when dissolved in the resin to be used for the receptor layer. The foaming agent

to be used for incorporatir'j m* bubbles may be any of various foaming agents to be used for the above receptor layer

transfer sheet. In a most petered embodiment of the thermal transfer sheet 50, the intermediate layer 55 and adhesive

layer 56 are formed on the ecotor layer 54, the receotor layer 54 contains the fluorescent brightening agent, the inter-

mediate layer 55 contains T-a 'hite pigment and the adhesive layer 5.-^ contains the bubbles.

15 As described above, v * r he group consisting of at least one species selected from the white pigment, fluorescent

brightening agent and buioies is contained in ai ieast one layer selected from the receptor layer 54, the intermediate

layer 55 and the adhesive 's*er 56 of the thermal transfer sheet 50, co-or imaoes of high qu? ity may be formed regard-

less of the kind of the ima receiving sheet.

FIGs. 9 and 10 are se e. vatic views each showing another embodiment of the thermal vansfer sheet according to

20 the present invention. Ref-mnc. to FIG. 9, the thermal transfer sheet 50 in this embodiment comprises a substrate sheet

61 and dye layers 63 of th- -e colors (yellow layer 63Y. magenta layer 63M, and cyan layer 63C) and a transferable layer

67 comprising a release la**er :5, a dye receptor lave; 64 and an adhesive layer 65 which are sequentially disposed on

one surface side of the substrate sheet 61 . The dye layer 63 is disposed on the surface of the substrate sheet 61 by the

medium of an adhesive la-.er 62. Further, a back coai :ng layer 68 is disposed on the other surface side of the substrate

25 sheet 61.

In the thermal transfe? sneet 70 shown in FIG. "0, 3 proteci.on layer 78 comprising a release layer 75. a transfer

protection layer 77 and an adhesive layer 75 is disposed between the dye layer 63c and the transferable layer 67 con-

stituting the thermal transfer sheet 60 as shown in FIG. 9. In other words, in the thermal transfer sheet 70, there are

disposed the respective Ivers in the sequence of the transferable layer 67, the yellow layer 63Y, the magenta layer

30 63M, the cyan layer 63C am the protection layer 78.

In the thermal transfe- sheets 50 and 70, the total thickness of ti e transferable layer 67 may be 3 to 40 um. In a

case where the thickness f h transferable layer 67 is limited in he above manner, the occurrence of creases or wrin-

kles is prevented, even w/ s:- .:-,e thermal transfer sheets 60 or 70 is wound up into a roll. When the adhesive layer 62

is formed only the region vhf -ein the dye layer 63 is to be formed, .here may be provided a thermal transfer sheet

35 wherein the adhesion pro: ^ the £r ' s 0°cc; and tho re^ usability of -he transferable layer 67 and the pro-

tection layer 78 is also go- :i

As the material cons i-'ii ting the transfer protect'en layer 77. triers may be used any of various resins which are

excellent in wear resistanr . •:: emical resistance, transparency, hardness, eic. Specific examples of such a resin may

include: polyester resin, p
4lv$:vrene resin, acryhc resin, poiyure.hane resin, acrylic uretha =e resin, silicone modified

40 derivatives of these resim r,nd mixtures of these resins. The transfer protection layer 77 rr ay preferably have a thick-

ness of about 0.1 to 20 \if "I .e transfer protection layer 77 may also oe formed from a resin which is substantially the

same as that constituting v; i ?cepior layer 54.

FIG. 1 1 is a perspecti a /*ew showing a further embodiment of the thermal transfer sheet according to the present

invention. Referring to FIC the thermal transfer sheet 30 comprises a substrate sheet 81 and a receptor layer for

45 yellow color 82Y, a yellow :y,= layer 83Y a i ^cepioi layer for magenta color 82 M. a magenta dye layer 83M, a receptor

layer for cyan color 82C, a*'
a' a cyan dye layer 83C (and a receptor layer for black color and a black dye layer, as desired)

disposed on one surface s oe of the substrate sheet 31. In such a case, the receptor layer 82Y for yellow color may be

formed from a resin for a 'ecepior layer which is so selected that it shows excellent dyeing property and storability

(migration prevention property) with respect to the yellow dye. Similarly, the other receptor layers are formed from resins

so which are so selected tha- ihey are suitable for magenta dye and cyan dye, respectively.

When a color image s 'ormed by using the thermal transfer sheet SO according to the present embodiment as

described above, the rece >tor layer 82Y for yellow color is first transfe; red to a transfer receiving material, and immedi-

ately thereafter, the yellow- -lye layer 83Y is transferred to the resultant receptor layer. Then, transfer operations are sim-

ilarly effected with respect c the magenta and cyan colors. As a result, according to this embodiment, abnormal transfer

55 is prevented as described i-.rr.inabove. Fui ther, since the dyes ci the respective colors are transferred to receptor lay-

ers each of which is suiU 'or the corresponding dye, the transferred dye does not migrate in the receptor layer.

Accordingly, a problem su .h as blurring does not occur in the resultant color '.mage even when the thus formed image

is stored for a long period r" r ne

13
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FIG. 12 is a schematic se-aioftal view showing a further embodiment of the thermal transfer sheet according to the

present invention. Referring if FIG. 12, the thermal transfer sheet SG in this embodiment comprises a substrate sheet

91; and dye layers 97 of three :o5o:s (yellow layer 97Y, magenta layer 97M. cyan layer 97C); a transferable layer 95; and

a protection layer 100 compris no a transferable protection layer 93 and an adhesive layer 99 which are sequentially dis-

5 posed on one side surface of tie substrate sheet 9*.
. The transferable layer 95 comprises a dye receptor layer 92, an

intermediate layer 93 and an /jhesive layer 99. The dye layer 97 is disposed on the surface of the substrate sheet 91

by the medium of an adhesive ay-.-r S5 The intermediate layer 93 of the thermal transfer sheet 90 may be formed from

a resin at least a part of which s c; osslinked, as in the above case of iha intermediate layer of the receptor layer transfer

sheet.

w The intermediate layer 9-' c; ;he thermal transfer sheet 90 may be formed from a resin having a glass transition

point (Tg) of 10 °C or below, h such a case, the intermediate layer 93 may preferably have a tensile elongation at break

in the range of 50 to 1000 %. 3n the back side of the substrate sheet, there is provided a back coating layer 101.

FIG. 13 is a schematic sectional view showing an embodiment of the thermal transfer sheet according to the

present invention. Referring to FIG. 13, the thermal transfer sheet 110 in this embodiment comprises a substrate sheet

is 111 and dye layers 112 of thr^e colors (yellow layer 112Y, magenta layer 112M, and cyan layer 112C), a dye receptor

layer 113 and a transferable p-otection layer 1 14 which are sequentially disposed on one surface side of the substrate

sheet 111.

The thermal transfer shr- ^ ro is characterized in that the dye receptor layer 113 is caused to be white and

opaque. More specifically, the. 'i/e receptor layer 1 13 is opaque to such an extent thai it may provide a substantial dif-

20 ference in light transmissivity • h -he dye layer 1 1 2 and the transfer protection layer 1 1 4. In sucn a case, the white pig-

ment may preferably be adde o va receptor layer 1 13 in an amour,: of " to 200 wt.parts with aspect to 100 wt.parts

of the resin constituting the rf • y v layer 1 1 3.

Further, it is preferred to < f.,y se a= \ adhesive layer on the surface of trie abo\ e receptor lay or 1 1 3 so as to improve

the transferability thereof. It is possible io dispose ar- intermediate layer between the above receptor layer 1 13 and

25 the above adhesive layer.

It is also possible to add white pigment to the above adhesive layer end/or the intermediate layer, and in such

a case, the receptor layer 11c -Joes not necessarily contain the white pigment.

Next, there will be descril- s thermal transfer method using the 'hernial transfer sheet 110 shown in FIG. 13, with

reference to FIGs. 14 and 15.

30 Referring to FIG. 14, whp- rs- thermal transfer sheet shown in F!G. '.3 is loaded to a printer as shown in FIG. 14

which has a floodlight device * ? nd a light receiving sensor 1 1 7 on cne r.ide so as to effect thermal transfer operation,

a detection light 118 ejected
;he floodlight device : 15 is reflected by a portion of the receptor layer 113, and the

resultant reflection light is received by [he light receiving sensor 1 1 7. Since the position other ihan the receptor layer,

i.e.. the dye layer 112 and th- protection layer 114 are substantially light transmissive (or transparent), the detection

35 light 1 18 is not detected by th - "ight receiving sensor 1 1 ? with respect to these layers. Since the dye layers are formed

according to a predetermined \ecuence of, e.g.. yellow, magenta and cyan, when the light receiving sensor 1 17 detects

the detection light, the printer "ecognizes the presence of the dye receptor layer 113. Accordingly, in such a case, the

printer can continuously and sequentially subject the iayers cf the yellow, magenta and cyan coiors (and !he protection

layer) to the printing operate' Then
;
the printer again detects the receptor layer and the above steps are repeated.

40 FIG. 15 is a view showinc another preferred embodiment wherein the floodlight device 1 16 and the iight receiving

sensor 1 17 are disposed opp«: site io each other by the medium of the thermal transfer sheet 1 10. in this embodiment,

the same operations as desccec above with reference io FIG. 14 are effected except that the receptor layer 113 is

detected when the light recen r.g sensor 1 1 7 does not detects the defection light 1 15, whereby similar afreets are pro-

vided.

45 The apparatus to be use:: f. fie present invention is the same as those known in the prior art except that the ther-

mal transfer sheet to be loac- v: '.hereto has the specific structure as describee hereinabove. For example, such an

apparatus may be a thermal ansfer apparatus which Comprises an image receiving sheet, means for conveying the

image receiving sheet, meanr- vr conveying the therma? transfer snsei, means for applying heat to the thermal transfer

sheet, and detection means c >: ip rising the floodlight device and the 'ight receiving device.

so The transfer receiving me o.i;.: to which ihe transferable layer comprising the receptor layer is to be transferred by

using the receptor layer transfer s"»eet as described hereinabove should not particularly be restricted.

For example, specific ex< rnoies of such a transfer receiving material may include any of various sheets such as

plain paper, wood free paper, raring paper, and plastic film. The shape or form oi the transfer receiving material may

be any of various forms such ^s cards, posi cards, passports, leltsr [tapers, writing papers, notepapers, and catalogs.

55 Particularly, the present inven >• t »s applicable Io plan papers or roucvi papers having rough surface texture.

The receptor layer may t" transferred by use of any o; various heating and pressing means which are capable of

heating the receptor layer or s-ir.esive layer so as to activate these iayf.rs. Specific examples of such heating and press-

ing means may include: gene a centers equipped with a thermal head for thermal transfer operation, hoi stampers for

14
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transferable film or foil, and hot rollers.

When thermal transfer operation is effected by using ihe transfer receiving material to which ihe receptor layer has

been transferred, the means for applying heat energy to be used for the thermal transfer operation may be any of vari-

ous known heat energy apoii:ation means. For example, when a recording time is controlled by using a recording appa-

5 ratus such as a thermal prnfar (e.g.. Video printer VY .00, mfd. by Hitachi K.K .), so as to provide a heat energy of about

5 to 1 00 mJ/mm2
, a desirei n ,age may be formed.

Hereinbelow, the presor t invention will be described in more detail with reference to Examples and Comparative

Examples. In the descript .r appearing hereinafter, pari(s) anci % are part(s) by weight and wl.%. respectively, unless

otherwise noted specifical'

10

Example A1

A coating liquid for a • * eoior layer having the fcilowing composition was. applied onto a surface of a 25 *im thick

polyester film (tradename: Lum.n or. mfd. by Toray K.K.) by means of a bar coater so as to provide a coating amount of

is 5.0 g/m2 (after drying), artf He resultant coating was preliminarily dried by means of a dryer, and then dried in an oven

for 30 min. at 100°C. whei *fcv a dye receptor layer was fcrmec.

Then, a coating liquid
*
jr an intermediate layer having ihe following compcsition was applied onto the surface of the

above receptor layer so a.< v- crovide a coating amount cf 5 g/m2
(after drying) and then dried in the same manner as

described above, whereby
*
j i ntermedite layer was formed.

20 Thereafter, a solution 2-1 adnesive agent having ihe following composition was applied onto the above interme-

diate layer so as to provid- onating amount of 2 g/m2
(after drying) and then dried in the same manner as described

above, whereby an adhes= ' i.-.yer was formed.

Then, the resultant a - .Rive layer was subjected '.c foaming treatment at 120°C for 2 min
,
whereby a receptor

layer transfer sheet accord-, j
lo the present invention* was obtained.

Composition of co» ting liquid for receptor layer

vinyl chloride vim : ^estate copoplymer (#1000A, mfd. by Denki Kagaku Kogyo K.K.) 100 parts

Amino modified -one (X-22-343. mfd. by Shlnetsu Kagaku Kogyo K.K.) 5 parts

Epoxy modified s> v) 19 (KF-393, mfd. by Shlnetsu Kagaku Kogyo K.K.) 5 parts

Methyl ethyl keto: -.
!

.i/'jer:3 (wt. ratio = i/i) 500 parts

40

Composite . coating liquid for intermediate layer

Urethane \ •05 esin (XE-727A-1.. mfd. by Takec'a Yakuhin Kogyo K.K.) i00 parts

Foaming e
:

:.e r. (F-30D, mfd. by Matsumoto Yur-ni Seiyaku K.K.) 10 parts

45
Isopropylc; -c roi/toiuene (wi ratio = 1/1) 500 parts

50

Composition of coating liquid for adhesive layer

Ethyl ene-vinyl acetate cooolymer type heat sealing agent (AD-37P295, mid. by Toyo Morton K.K.) 100 parts

55 Pure water 100 parts
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Example A2

A receptor layer transfer s ue: according to the present invention vas prepared in the same manner as in Example

A1, except that the foaming ac ent was incorporated not in the intermediate layer but in the adhesive layer.

5

Example A3

A receptor layer transfer s i--ei according to the present invention was prepared in the same manner as in Example

A1, except that foaming agent ': r-30D, mfd. by Matsumolo Yushi Seiyaku K.K.) was used instead of the foaming agent

10 used in Example A1

.

Comparative Example Al

A receptor layer transfer sheet of Comparative Example was prepared in the same manner as in Example A1.

is except that the foaming agent was not used.

Separately, an ink for a dye layer having the following composition was prepared and applied onto a 6 urn thick pol-

yethylene terephthalate film cf which back surface had been subjected to heat resistance imparting treatment, by

means of a wire bar coater so .-s to provide a coating amount of 1.0 g/m2 (after drying) and then dried. Further, few

drops of a silicone oil (X-41. **>03A, mfd. by Shinetsu Silicone K.K.) were dripped onto the backsuilace by means of a

20 dropping pipette and the dripp -c s^icona oil was spread over the entire surface to effect back suriace coating treatment,

whereby a thermal tranfer she a v.as obtained.

Ink compc^iic-n of dye layer

Disperse v-e (Kayaset Blue 714, mid. by Nihon Kayaku K.K.'; 4.0 parts

Ethyl hydr;:yyceilulose (mfd. by Hercules Co.) 5.0 parts

Methyl etf-yi ketone/toluene (wt. ratio = 1/1) SO.O paris

Dioxane 10.0 parts

The receptor layer transf^ : sl eet as described above was superposed on plain paper and a receptor layer was

35 transferred to the plain paper ! y .r.eans of a hot roller. Then, the then nal transfer sheet as described above was super-

posed on the plain paper so th-st Ihe thermal transfer sheet contacted the surface of the above receptor layer, and print-

ing operation was effected by n^ans of a thermal head under the following conditions, thereby to form a cyan image.

Output: 1 W/dot,

40 Pulse width (or pulse duration'?: 0.3 to 0.45 msec,

Dot density: 3 dots/mm

The resultant image quah y of the thus obtained images was sf .own in the following Table 1

.

45
Table 1

Image quality

Example A1 Wrote dropout or image defect was not observed in the image. Resolution was high.

Example A2 White dropout or image defect was not observed in the image. Resolution was high.

Example A3 White dropout or image defect was not observed in the image. Resolution was high.

Comparative Example A1 White dropout and image defect were observed in the image. Resolution was low.

55

Example B1

A coating liquid for a rece; tr>r
;ayer having the following composition was applied onto a surface of a 9 urn thick pol

16
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yester film (tradename; Luni i or, mid. by Toray K.K.) by means of a bar coater so as to provide a coating amount of 5.0

g/m* (after drying), and the i asuiiant coating was dried by means of a dryer, thereby to form a dye receptor layer.

Thereafter, a solution A an adhesive agent having the following composition was applied onto the above receptor

layer so as to provide a coating amount of 2 g/m2 (after drying) and then dried in the same manner as described above.

5 to form an adhesive layer, wshreby a receptor layer transfer sheet according to the present invention was obtained.

Composition of coating li ;d for receptor layer

Vinyl chloride/vinyl aceta e CDpoptymer (#1000AS. average degree of polymerization^ 320, mfd. by 100 parts

Denki Kagaku Kogyo K.i-
)

Amino modified silicone V, mfd. by Shmetsu Kagaku Kogyo K.K.) 5 parts

Epoxy modified silicone '

K

--3S3, mfd. by Shinetsu Kagaku Kogyo K.K.) 5 parts

Methylethytketone/toiuen •wi.ratio = 1/1) 500 parts

20

Composition of coating ih; for adhesive layer

25
Ethylene-vinyl acetate cockjlymer type heat sealing agent (AD-37P295, mf.i. by Toyo Morion K.K.) 100 parts

Pure water 100 parts

Example B2

30

A receptor layer transfer sheet according to the present invention was prepared in the same manner as in Example

B1
,
except that a vinyl chic/ ida/viny! acetate copolymer (# 000D, average degree of polymerizations 400, mfd. by Denki

Kagaku Kogyo K.K.) was used as the base resin instead of that used in Example B1.

35 Example B3

A receptor layer trans! :r si =eet according to the present invention was prepared in the same manner as in Example

B1
,
except that a vinyl chlcride/vinyi acetate copolymer (V'YHD, average degree of polymerization^ 3^0, mfd. by Rohm

& Haas Co.) was used as ;.:-ase resin instead of that used in Example 81

.

40

Comparative Example B1

A receptor layer trans'e ?neei of Comparative Example was prepared in the same manner as in Example B1,

except that a vinyl chloride/vinyl acetate copolymer (#1000A. average degree of polymerizations 430, mfd. by Denki

45 Kagaku Kogyo K.K.) was i s*:d as the base resin instead of that used in Example 31.

Comparative Example S2

A receptor layer trans sheet of Comparative Example was prepared in the same manner as in Example B1,

so except that a vinyl chloride/*™! acetate copolymer (VYNS, average degree of po!ymerization= 700, mfd. by Rohm &

Haas Co.) was used as tht base resin instead of that used in Example B1

.

Usage Example

55 A rectangular receptor layer was transferred to an upper central portion of a post card by means of a thermal head

by using each of the above receptor layer transfer sheets of Examples and Comparative Example. Then, the edge of

the resultant transferred layer was observed with an optical microscope.

The thus obtained results 'were shown in the following Table 2.

17
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Table 2

Receptor layer transfer

sheet

Film cutting property

r Example Bi l.nesr

;
Example B2 substantially linear

*

; Example B3 linear

Comparative Example Bi i nder.ted

! Comparative Example B2 indented

*5 Example Cl

Coating liquids for a receptor layer, an intermadiate layer (a releasing agent ba:: ier layer) and an adhesive layer

having the following compositions were respectively applied onto one side surface of a 6.0 urn thick polyethylene

terephthalatefilm (tradename; L-inirror, mfd. by Toray K.K.) by means of a bar coater so as to provide coating amounts

20 of 4 g/m2 , 2.1 g/m2 and 5 g/rrr /'after drying), respectively, and the resultant coatings were dried at an appropriate tem-

perature and for an appropriate n^'iod of time, thereby to obtain a receptor layer transfer sheet according to the present

invention.

Coating liquid for rece\-i- •• layer

Vinyl chloride/vinyl ace' lie copoplymer (#10QCA, mid. by Denki Kagaku Kogyo K.K.) 100 parts

Amino modified silicc i? {KF-393, mid. by Shinetsu Kagaku Kogyo K.K.) 5 parts

Epoxy modified silicone (KS-343, mfd. by Shinetsu Kagaku Kogyo K K.) 5 parts

Methyl ethyl ketone/tclu ene (wt. ratio = "/i) 500 parts

Coating liquid for releasing agent barrier layer

Nylon resin (FS-1 75, mfd. by Toa Gcsei K.K.) 100 parts

Denatured ethanoi 30 parts

50

Coating liquid for adhesive layer

Urethane resin/isocyane'e (Takelack A-SiO/A-3. mfd. by Takeda Yakuhin Kogyo K.K.)

Ethyl acetate

100 parts

50 parts

55 Example C2

A receptor layer transfer s.'^et was obtained in the same manner as in Example 01 except that the following coat-

ing liquid was used as a coating ! '.juid for the release agent harrie; layer instead of that used in Example C1

.

18
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Coating liquid for release agent barrier layer

Vinyl chloride/vir./l acetate copolymer (#1000A, mfd. by Denki Kagaku Kogyo K.K.)

MEK/Toluene

TOO parts

700 parts

10 Example C3

A receptor layer transfer sheet was obtained in the same manner as in Example C1 except that the following coat-

ing liquids were used as coa*ing liquids for the respective layers instead of these used in Example Cl.

15

Coating liquid for :e-;eotor layer

Vinyl chloride/vin/i acetate copolymer (#1000A, mid. by Denki Kagaku Kogyo K.K.) 100 parts

20 Amino modified silicone (KF-393. mid. by Shineisu Ksge.ku Kogyo K.K.) 5 parts

Epoxy modified s U> one (KS-343, mfd. by Shineisu KageXu Kogyo K.K.) 5 parts

Fluorescent brighten.ng agent (Yubitex OB, mfd.by Clba Geigy Co.) 1 parts

25
Methyl ethyl ketone-'toluene (wt ratio = 1/1) 500 .parts

|

Coating liquid for releasing agent barrsr layer

1
Nylon resin (FS-175. mfd. by Toa Gosei K.K.) 100 parts

j
Denatured ethanol 30 parts

40

Coating liquid tor adhesive agent layer

'Mon resin (1 rS3V, mfd. by Toa Gossi K.K.), 100 parts

Titanium oxide 20 parts

j

Toluene 700 parts

Comparative Example C1

so A receptor layer transit sheet was obtained in the same manner as in Example C1 except that the barrier layer

was not formed.

Comparative Example C2

55 A receptor layer transfer sneet was obtained in the same manner as in Example C2 except that the barrier layer

was not formed.

The above receptor layer transfer sheets of Examples and Comparative Examples were left standing for 72 hours

under the condition of 40°C and 90 % RH. Then, a receptor layer was transferred to plain paper by means of a hot roller
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by using each of the above recec:or layer transfer sheets. Thereafter, a full color gradation image was formed on the

resultant receptor layer by means of a subliming type thermal transfer printer (Video Printer VY- 100, mfd. by Hitachi Sei-

sakusho K.K.). In the case of toe receptor layer formed by the receptor layer transfer sheet according to each of Exam-

pies, there was not posed a problem of release between the image receiving sheet and the receptor layer. In the case

5 of the receptor layer transfer sive! of Comparative Examples, abnormal transfer was caused and good images could

not be formed.

Example D1

10 A coating liquid for a receoio: layer having the following composition was applied onto a surface of a 25 ^im thick

polyester film (tradename: lurrirror, mfd. by TorayK.K.) by means of a bar coaler so as to provide a coating amount of

5.0 g/m2 (after drying), and the resultant coating was preliminarily dried by means of a dryer, and then dried in an oven

for 30 min. at 100°C, whereby s dye receptor layer was formed.

Then, a coating liquid for an intermediate layer having the following composition was applied onto the surface of the

is above receptor layer so as to ni'.v:de a coating amount of 5 g/m2 (afier drying) and then dried in the same manner as

described above, whereby an if v^ mediate layer was formed. Thereafter, a solution of an adhesive agent having the fol-

lowing composition was applied cnto the above intermediate layer so as to provide a coating amount of 2 g/m2 (after

drying) and then dried in the same manner as described above, wehreby an adhesive layer was formed.

Then, the resultant adhesive layer was subjected to fcaming treatment at 120°C for 2 min., whereby a receptor

20 layer transfer sheet according tc the present invention was obtained.

Composition of co =tmg liquid for receptor layer

Vinyl chloride/vinv i acetate copolymer (VYHD, mfd. by Union Carbide Co.) 1 00 parts

Epoxy modified r; :cone (KF-393, mfd. by Shinetsu Kagaku Kogyo K.K.) 1 part

Amino modified vtone (KS-343. mfd. by Shinetsu Kscaku Kogyo K.K.) 1 part

Methyl ethyl kelor s/.oluene (wt. ratio =1/1) 500 parts

Composition of co-.ti Kj liquid for intermediate layer

Acrylpolyol resin (T» iw morack U230, mfd. by Scken Kagaku K.K.) 100 parts

Titanium Oxide (TC.-\-3c8. mfd. by Tchchem Product K.K.) 50 part

Polyisocyanate rest? i .'Takenate D- 102, mfd. by Takeda Yakuhin Kogyo K.K.) 10 part

Methyl ethyl ketone/toluene (wt. ratio = 1/1) 300 parts

50 Composition of coating liquid for adhesive layer

Polymethyl methacryiate resin (BR- 105, mfd. by Mitsubishi Rayon K.K.) 100 parts

Titanium oxide (TCA-f 63, mfd. by Tochem Products K.K.) 100 parts

55
Heat foaming type microcapsule (F-30D, mfd. by Matsumoto Yushi Seiyaku K.K.) 10 parts

Isopropylalcohol/toluene (wt ratio = 1/1) 500 parts
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Example D2

A receptor layer transfer sheet according to ihe present invention was prepared in the same manner as in Example

D1, except that 20 parts of microcapsules coated with titanium (F 30D/T5O 2 . mfd. by Matsumoto Yushi Seiyaku K.K.)

5 were incorporated in the adhesive layer instead of the titanium oxide and microcapsules used in Example D1.

Comparative Example D1

A receptor layer transfer sheet was prepared in the same manner as in Example D1, except that the microcapsules

10 were not used in the adhesive layer.

Comparative Example D2

A receptor layer transfer sheet was prepared in the same manner as in Example D1, except that the titanium oxide

is was not used in the adhesive 'ayer.

Comparative Example D3

A receptor layer transfer sheet was prepared in the same manner as in Example D1
,
except thai the microcapsules

20 were used alone in the adr esive layer.

The receptor layer transfer sheet as described above was superposed on plain paper and a receptor layer was

transferred to the plain pape: by means of a hot roller. Then, ihe same thermal transfer sheet is that used in Example

A was superposed on the plain paper so that the thermal transfer sheet contacted the surface of the above transferee!

receptor layer, and printinc- operation was effected by means cf a thermal head under the following conditions, thereby

25 to form a cyan image.

Output: 1 W/dof,

Pulse width (or pulse duration';: 0.3 to 0.45 msec,

Dot density: 3 dots/mm

30

The resultant image quality of the thus obtained images was shown in the following Table 3.

Table 3

image clearness White dropout in image

Example D1 The receptor layer was white and the

image was clear.

No white dropout was produced in the

resultant image.

Example D2 The receptor layer was white and the

image was clear.

No white dropout was produced in the

resultant image.

Comparative Example Di The receptor layer was white and the

image was clear.

White dropout was produced in the

resultant image.

Comparative Example D2 Whiteness was insufficient and the image

was not clear.

White dropout was produced in the

image.

Comparative Example D3 Whiteness was insufficient and the image

was not clear.

No white dropout was produced in the

image.

so Examples Et to E6

A coating liquid for a receptor layer having the following composition was applied onto a surface of a 25 u.m thick

polyester film (tradename: U.mirror, mfd. by Tcray K.K.) by means of a bar coater so as to provide a coating amount of

5.0 g/m2 (after drying), and ihe resultant coating was preliminarily dried by means of a dryer, and then dried in an oven

55 for 30 min. at 100°C, whereby a dye receptor layer was formed.

Thereafter, a solution of an adhesive agent having the following composition was applied onto the above receptor

layer so as to provide a coating amount of 2 g/m2 (after drying) and then dried in the same manenr as described above

to form an adhesive layer, whereby a receptor layer transfer sheet according to the present invention was obtained.
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Composition of coating liquid for receptor layer

5
Vinyl chloride/vinyl acetate copolymer ( lOOOGKT, mid. by Denki Kagaku Kogyo K.K.) 100 parts

Fibers shown in the following Table 4 (whisker) X parts

Amino modified silicone (X-22-343, mid. by Shineisu Kagaku Kogyo K.K.) 3 parts

10 Epoxy modified silicone (KF-393, mfd. by Shineisu Kagaku Kogyo K.K.) 3 parts

Methyl ethyl ketone/toiuene (wt. ratio = 1/1) 500 parts

75

Composition of coating liquid lor adhesive layer
;

20
Polymethyl methacrylate resin (3R-105. mfd. by Mitsubishi Rayon K.K.) 100 parts

Fibers shown in the following Table 4 (whisker) Y parts

Methylethylketone/toluene (wt. ratio = 1/1) 400 parts

25

Table 4

|

Fibers and X in coating, liquid for receptor

I layer

Fibers and Y in coating liquire for adhe-

sive layer

Example E1 Potassium titanate whisker ( I ismo O, mfd.

by Ohisuka Kagaku) 40 parts

Not used

Example E2 Potassium titanate whisker (Tofica V, mfd.

by Ohtsuka Kagaku) 40 parts

Not used

Example E3 Not used Potassium titanate whisker (Tismo D, mfd.

by Ohtsuka Kagaku) 40 parts

Example E4 Met used Potassium titanate whisker (Tofica Y, mfd.

by Ohtsuka Kagaku) 40 parts

Example E5 ; Koi used

!

1

Silicon nitride fiber (USE SN-W, mfd. by

Ube Kosan) 40 parts

Example E6 j Wot used

j

Silicon carbide fiber (Tokawhisker, mfd. by

Tokai Carbon) 40 parts

Comparative Example E1
j

Noi used Not used

The receptor layer transfer sheet as described above was superposed on a post card and a receptor layer was

so transferred to the post card by means of a hot roller. Then, the same thermal transfer sheet as that used in Example A
was superposed on the plain paper so that the thermal transfer sheet contacted the surface of the above receptor layer,

and printing operation was effected by means of a thermal head under the following conditions, thereby to form a cyan

image.

55 Output: 1 W/dot.

Pulse width (or pulse duration:*: 0.3 to 0.45 msec,

Dot density: 3 dots/mm
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The resultant image quaiiiy of the thus obtained images was shown in the following Table 5.

Table 5

Image clearness White dropout in image

Example E1 Good No white dropout or image defect was produced in the resultant

image.

Example E2 Good No white dropout or image defect was produced in the resultant

image.

example to wiiiic ui uuuut uf in lay c ucic^i wao jji u-jui^cvj hi ii ic i coumi u

image.

Example E4 Good No white dropout or image defect was produced in the resultant

image.

Example E5 Good No white dropout or image defect was produced in the resultant

image.

Example E6 Good No white dropout or image defect was produced in the resultant

image.

Comparative Example El Good White dropout and image defect were produced in the resultant

image.

25 Example F1

A coating liquid for a receptor layer having the following composition was applied onto a surface of a 25 um thick

polyester film (tradename: Limirror, mfd. by To ray K.K.) by means of a bar coater so as to provide a coating amount of

5.0 g/m2 (after drying), anc the resultant coating was preliminarily dried by means of a dryer, and then cried in an oven

30 for 30 min. at 100°C, whereby a dye receptor layer was formed.

Then, a coating liquid fo- an intermediate layer having the fallowing composition was applied onto the surface of the

above receptor layer so as rc provide a coating amount of 2 g/m2
(after drying) and then dried in the same manner as

described above, whereby an intermediate layer was formed. Thereafter, a solution of an adhesive agent having the fol-

lowing composition was applied onto the above intermediate layer so as to provide a coating amount of 2 g/m2 (after

35 drying) and then dried in the same manner as described above, whereby an adhesive layer was formed.

Then, the resultant product was subjected to crosslinking treatment at 120°C for 10 min., whereby a receptor layer

transfer sheet according to the present invention was obtained.

Composition of coating liquid for receptor layer

Vinyl chloride/vinyl acetate copolymer (VYHD, mfd. by Union Carbide Co.) 100 parts

Amino modified silicone (KS-343, mid. by Shinetsu Kagaku Kogyo K.K.) 6 parts

Epoxy modified silicone (KF-393, mfd. by Shinetsu Kagaku Kogyo K.K.) 6 parts

Methyl ethyl kebne/toluene (wl. ratio = 1/1) 400 parts

Composition of coating liquid for intermediate layer

Polyester resin (Biron #200, mfd. by Toyobo K.K.)

Polyisocyanate resin (Sumijuie, mfd. by Sumitomo Baielurethane K.K.)

1 00 parts

1 0 parts
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(continued)

Composition of coating liquid for intermediate layer

Methyl ethyl ketone/toluene (wt.ratio = 1/1) 400 parts

5

10 Composition of coating liquid for adhesive layer

Polymethyl methacrylate resin (BR-106, mid. by Mitsubishi Rayon K.K.) 1 00 parts

Titanium oxide (TCA-888. mfd. by Tohchem Products K.K., average particle size = 0.2 urn) 50 parts

15
Methyl ethyl ketone/toluene (wt.ratio = 1/1) 300 parts

Example F2

A receptor layer transfer sheet according to the present invention was prepared in the same manner as in Example

20 F1 except that the following coating liquid was used so as to provide a thickness of 2 g/m2 instead of the coating liquid

for intermediate layer used in Example F1

.

25

30

Composition of coating liquid for intermediate layer

Polyester resin (BX-1, mfd. by Sekisui Kagaku K.K.)

Polyisocyanate resin (Barnock D 750, mfd. by Dai Nippon Ink kagaku K.K.)

Methyl ethyl ketone/toluene (wt.ratio =1/1)

100 parts

10 parts

300 parts

Example F3

A receptor layer transfer sheet according to the present invention was prepared in the same manner as in Example

35 F1 except that the following coating liquid was used so as to provide a thickness of 2 g/m2 instead of the coating liquid

for intermediate layer used in Example F 1

.

40

45

Composition of coating liquid for intermediate layer

Acrylpolyoi resin (Thermorack U230, mfd. by Soken kagaku K.K.)

Polyisocyanate resin (Takenate D-102, mfd. by Takeda Yakuhin kogyo K.K.)

Methyl ethyl ketone/toluene (wt.ratio =1/1)

1 30 parts

•0 parts

300 parts

Example F4

A receptor layer transfer sheet according to the present invention was prepared in the same manner as in Example

so F1 except that the following coating liquid was used so as to provide a thickness of 2 g/m2 instead of the coating liquid

for intermediate layer used in Example F1

.

55 Composition of coaling liquid for intermediate layer

Melamine resin (Nikarack MW-22, mfd. by Sanwa Chemical K.K.) 100 parts
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(continued)

Composition of coating liquid for intermediate layer

Polyisocyanate resin (Desmoduie HL, mid. by Sumitomo Baielurethane K.K.)

Methyl ethyl ketone/toluene (wt. ratio =1/1)

10 parts

400 parts

Comparative Example Fj

io A receptor layer transfer sheet of Comparative Example was prepared in the same manner as in Example F1

except that the following coating liquid was used so as to provide a thickness of 2 g/m2 instead of the coating liquid for

intermediate layer used in Example F1.

15

Composition of coating liquid for intermediate layer

Polyester resin (Erieter UE3201, mfd. by Unichika K.K.) 100 parts

Polyamine (Totoamine HL 102, mfd. by Toto Kasei K.K.) 5 parts

20
Methyl ethyl ketone/toluene (wt. ratio = 1/1) 300 parts

Comparative Example F2

25 A receptor layer transfer sheet of Comparative Example was prepared in the same manner as in Example F1

except that the intermediate layer was not formed.

The receptor layer transfer sheet as described above v/as superposed on plain paper and a receptor layer was

transferred to the plain paper by means of a hot roller. Then, the same thermal transfer sheet as that used in Example

A was superposed on the plain paper so that the thermal transfer sheet contacted the surface of the above receptor

30 layer, and printing operation was effected by means of a thermal head under the following conditions, thereby to form a

cyan image.

Output: 1 W/doi,

Pulse width (or pulse duration): 0.3 to 0.45 msec,

35 Dot density: 3 dots/mm

The resultant image quality of the thus obtained images was shown in the following Table 6.

i able 5

Film cutting Image quality

Example F1 Good Good

Example F2 Good Good

Example F3 Good Good

Example F4 Good Good

Comparative Example Fl Surface unevenness was produced. White dropout was produced in the

image.

Comparative Example F2 Fibers were partially exposed io the sur-

face.

White dropout was produced in the

image.

55 Example G1

A coating liquid for a receptor layer having the following composition v/as applied onto a surface of a 25 jim thick

polyester film (tradename: Lumirror mfd. by Toray K.K.) by means of a bar coater so as to provide a coating amount of
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o

5.0 g/m2
(after drying), and the resultant coating was preliminarily dried by means of a dryer, and then dried in an oven

for 30 min. at 100°C. whereby a dye receptor layer was formed.

Then, a coating liquid for an intermediate layer having the following composition was applied onto the surface of the

above receptor layer so as to provide a coating amount of 2 g/m2 (after drying) and then dried in the same manner as

s described above, whereby an intermediate layer was formed. Thereafter, a solution of an adhesive agent having the fol-

lowing composition was applied onto the above intermediate layer so as to provide a coating amount of 2 g/m2 (after

drying) and then dried in the same manner as described above, whereby an adhesive layer was formed. Then, the

resultant product was subjected to crosslinking treatment at 120°C for 10 min., whereby a receptor layer transfer sheet

according to the present invention was obtained.

Composition of coating liquid for receptor layer

15
Vinyl chloride/vinyl acetate copolymer (VYHD, mfd. by Union Carbide Co.) 100 parts

Amino modified silicone (KS-343, mfd by Shinetsu Kagaku Kogyo K.K.) 6 parts

Epoxy modified silicone (KF-393, mfd. by Shinetsu Kagaku Kocyo K.K.) 6 parts

Methyl ethyl ketone/toluene (wt. ratio = 1/1) 400 parts

20

25

Composiiion of coating liquid for intermediate layer

Acryl emulsion (AE 120, mfd. by Nippon Gosei Gomu K.K.) 1 00 parts

30

35

40

Composition of coating liquid for adhesive agent layer

Polymethyl methacrylate resin {BR-106, mfd. by Mitsubishi Rayon K.K.)

Titanium oxide (TCA-S8S, mfd. by Tohchem Products K.K., average particle size = 0.2 jim)

Methyl ethyl ketone/toluene (wt. ratio = 1/1)

100 parts

50 parts

300 parts

Example G2

A receptor layer transfer sheet according to the present invention was prepared in the same manner as in Example

G1 except that the following coating liquid was used so as to provide a thickness of 3 g/m2 instead of the coating liquid

45 for intermediate layer used in Example Gi

.

50

Composition of coating liquid for intermediate layer

Polyester resin (Chemite KS7017W5, Tg = -11°C, mfd. by Toray K.K.)

Methyl ethyl ketone/toluene (wi.ratio = 1/1)

100 parts

400 parts

55 Example G3

A receptor layer transfer sheet according to the present invention was prepared in the same manner as in Example

G1 except that the following coating liquid was used so as to provide a thickness of 2 g/m2 instead of the coating liquid

25
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for intermediate layer used in Example G1.

Composition of coating liquid for intermediate layer

Polyurethane resin (b-701, Tg = + 2°C, mt'd. by lakeda Yakuhin Kogyo K.K.)

Methyl ethyl keione/toluene (wt. ratio = 1/1)

100 parts

500 parts

10

Example 04

A receptor layer transfer sheet according to the present invention was prepared in the same manner as in Example

G1 except that the following coating liquid was used so as to provide a thickness of 2 g/m2 instead of the coating liquid

is for intermediate layer used in Example Gi.

Composition of coating liquid for intermediate layer

Polyurethane resin (E-760, Tg = 33'JC. mid. by Takeda Yakuhin Kogyo K.K.)

Methyl ethyi keione/toluene {wt. ratio = 1/1)

100 parts

400 parts

25 Comparative Example G1

A receptor layer transfer sheet of Comparative Example was prepared in the same manner as in Example G1

except that the following coaling liquid was used so as to provide a thickness of 2g/rrr instead of the coating liquid for

intermediate layer used in Example Gi.

30

Composition of coating liquid for intermediate layer

Acryl emulsion (AE-336. mfd. by Nippon Gosei Gomu K.K.) 100 parts

Comparative Example G2

A receptor layer transfer sheet of Comparative Example was prepared in the same manner as in Example G1

40 except that the following coating liquid was used so as to provide a thickness of 2 g/m2 instead of the coating liquid for

intermediate layer used in Example G1.

Composition of coating liquid for intermediate layer

Acryl emulsion (HD-1 1, mfd. by Toa Gosei Kagaku K.K.) 100 parts

Comparative Example G3
so

A receptor layer transfer of Comparative Example was prepared in the same manner as in Example Gi except that

the intermediate layer was not formed.

The receptor layer transfer sheet as described above was superposed on plain paper and a receptor layer was

transferred to the plain paper by means of a hot roller. Then, the same thermal transfer sheet as that used in Example

55 A was superposed on the plain paper so that the thermal transfer sheet contacted the surface of the above receptor

layer, and printing operation was effected by means of a thermal head under the following conditions, thereby to form a

cyan image.
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Output: 1 W/doi,

Pulse width (or pulse duration): 0.3 to 0.45 msec,

Dot density: 3 dots/mm

5 The resultant image quality of the thus obtained images was shown in the following Table 7.

Table 7

w
Film cutting Image quality

Example G1 Good Good

Example G2 Good Good

Example G3 Good Good

15 Example G4 Good Good

Comparative Example G1 Film cutting property was bad and tailing

occured.

Good

20

Comparative Example G2 Good White dropout was produced in the

image.

Comparative Example G3 Good White dropout was produced in the

image.

25 Example H1

A coating liquid for a receptor layer having the following composition was applied onto a surface of a 25 u.m thick

polyester film (tradename: Lumirror, mfd. by Toray K.K.) by means of a bar coater so as to provide a coating amount of

5.0 g/m2 (after drying), and the resultant coating was preliminarily dried by means of a dryer, and then dried in an oven

30 for 30 min. at 100°C. whereby a dye receptor layer was formed.

Then, a coating liquid for barrier layer having the following composition was applied onto the sunace of the above

receptor layer so as to provide a coating amount of 3 g/m2 (after drying) and then dried in the same manner as

described above, whereby an intermediate layer was formed.

Thereafter, a coating liquid for an adhesive layer (which also functions as a bubble containing layer) having the fol-

35 lowing composition was applied onto the above intermediate layer so as to provide a coating amount of 2 g/m2
(after

drying) and then dried in the same manner as described above, whereby an adhesive layer also functions as a bubble

containing layer was formed. Then, the resultant product was subjected to foaming treatment at 130°C for 2 min.,

whereby a receptor layer transfer sheet according to the present invention was obtained.

40

Composition of coating liquid for receptor layer

45

Vinyl chloride/vinyl acetate copolymer (VYHD, mfd. by Union Carbide Co.)

Amino modified silicons (KS-343. mfd by Shinetsu Kagaku Kogyo K.K.)

Epoxy modified silicone (KF-393, mfd. by Shinetsu Kagaku Kogyo K.K.)

Methylethylkeione/loluene (wi ratio = l/l)

100 parts

1 part

I part

500 parts

50

55 Composition of coating liquid for intermediate layer

Polymethyl meihacrylate resin (BR- 106. mid. by Mitsubishi Rayon K.K.) 100 parts
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(continued)

Composition of coating liquid for intermediate layer

Methylethyfkeione/toluene (wt.ratio = "«/!) 500 parts

w

15

Composition of coating liquid for adhesive layer

Polymethyl methacrylate resin (BR-106. mid. by Mitsubishi Rayon K.K.)

Azodicarboamide foaming agent (Vyniball AK #2, mfd. by Nagai Kasei K.K.)

Titanium oxide (TCA-3S&. mfd. by Tohchem Products K.K. average particle size = 0.2 pm)

Methylethylketone/toluene (wt.ratio = 1/1)

1 00 parts

10 parts

1 00 parts

500 parts

Example H2

20

A receptor layer transfer sheet according to the present invention was prepared in the same manner as in Example

H1 except that 15 parts of microcapsules (F-30D. mfd. by Matsumoto Yushi Seiyaku) were used instead of the foaming

agent used in Example Hi.

25 Example H3

A receptor layer transfer sheet acceding to the present invention was prepared in the same manner as in Example

H1 except that 15 parts of microcapsules (F-30D/TiO 2 , mfd.
s

oy Matsumoto Yushi Seiyaku) coated with titanium com-

pound were used instead of the foaming agent used in Example H1

.

30

35

40

45

Example H4

The coating liquid for a receptor layer used in Example Hi was applied onto the polyester film used in Example H1

so as to form a dye receptor layer is the same manner as in Example Hi

.

Then, a coating liquid for intermediate layer having the following composition was applied onto the surface of the

above receptor layer so as io provide a coating amount of 3 g/m2
(after drying) and then dried in the same manner as

in Example H1, whereby an intermediate layer was formed.

Further, a coating liquid for foaming agent layer having the following composition was applied onto the surface of

the intermediate layer so as to provide a coating amount of 3 c/m2
(after drying) and then dried in the same manner as

described above, whereby a foaming agent layer was formed.

Thereafter, a coating liquid for an adhesive layer having the following composition was applied onto the above

foaming agent layer so as io provide a coating amount of 2 g/m2
(after drying) and then dried in the same manner as

described above, whereby an adhesive layer was formed. Then, the resultant product was subjected to foaming treat-

ment at 130°C for 2 min., whereby a receptor layer transfer sheet according to the present invention was obtained.

50

55

Composition of coating liquid for intermediate layer

Acrylpolyol resin (Thermorack U230. mfd. by Soken Kagaku K.K.)

Titanium oxide (TCA-83S, mfd. by Tohchem Product K.K.)

Polyisocyanaie resin (Takenate 0-102, mfd. by Takeda Yakuhin Kogyo K.K.)

Methylethyl kelone/to'uene (wt.ratio = 1/-)

100 parts

50 parts

1 0 parts

300 parts
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Composition of coating liquid for foaming agent layer

Acryl emulsion (AE-120. Tg = -10°C, mfd. by Nippon Gosei Gomu K.K.)

Heat-foaming type microcapsule (F-30D, mfd. by Matsumoto Yushi Seiyaku K.K.)

100 parts

10 parts

10

15

20

Composition of coating liquid for adhesive layer

Polymethylmethacrylate resin (BR- 105. mfd. by Mitsubishi Rayon K.K.)

Titanium oxide (TCA-888, mfd by Tohchem Products K.K., average particle size = 0.2 urn)

Methylethylketone/toluene fwi. ratio = 1/1)

100 parts

50 parts

300 parts

Example H5

A receptor layer transfer sheet according to the present invention was prepared in the same manner as in Example

H1 except that the coating liquid for the intermediate layer used in Example H4 and the following coating liquid for the

25 adhesion layer instead of these used in Example Hi

.

30

35

Composition of coating liquid for adhesive layer

Polymethylmethacrylate tesin (6R-106, mfd. by Mitsubishi Rayon K.K.)

Heat-forming type microcapsule (F-30D, mfd. by Matsumoto Yushi Seiyaku K.K.)

Titanium oxide (TCA-888, mfd. by Tohchem Products K.K., average particle size = 0.2 urn)

Methylethylketone/toluene (wt. ratio = 1/1)

1 00 parts

10 parts

50 parts

300 oarts

Comparative Example H1

40 A receptor layer transfer sheet of Comparative Example was prepared in the same manner as in Example H1

except that the foaming agent used sn Example H1 was noi used.

The receptor layer transfer sheet as described above was superposed on plain paper and a receptor layer was

transferred to the plain paper by means of a hot roller. Then, the same thermal transfer sheet as that used in Example

A was superposed on the plain paper so that me thermal transfer sheet contacted the surface of the above receptor

45 layer, and printing operation was effected by means of a thermal head under the following conditions, thereby to form a

cyan image.

Output:

Pulse width (or pulse duration):

so Dot density:

1 W/doi,

0.3 to 0.45 msec.

3 dots/mm

The resultant image quality of the thus obtained images was shown in the following Table 8.

55
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Table 8

Imace clearness
i

VA'hito Hrnnm if in im3f]£W 1 lite U* UfJUU l mi i)i iayc

Example H1 The receptor layer was white and the

image was clear.

No white dropout was produced in the

rociiftant imano(coUilalil ii ! layc.

Example H2 The recepter layer was white and the

image was dear.

No white dropout was produced in the

resultant image-

Example H3 The receptor layer was white and the

image was clear.

No white dropout was produced in the

resultant image.

Example H4 The recepter layer was white and the

image was dear.

No white dropout was produced in the

resultant image.

Example H5 The receptor layer was white and the

image was clear.

No white dropout was produced in the

resultant image.

Comparative Example Hi The receptor layer was white and the

image was dear.

White dropout was produced in the

image.

Example M

A solution of a heat curing acrylic ui ethane type resin (mfd. by Showa Ink K.K.) was applied onto a 25 u.m thick pol-

25 yethylene terephthalate film {#25, mfd. by Toray K.K.) of which back surface had been provided with a heat resistant

lubricating layer, by gravure coating so as to provide a thickness (after drying) of 1 urn or below (0.3 to 0.5 urn), and the

resultant coating was dried at 170°C for i min., thereby to form an adhesion promotion layer.

Onto the surface of the thus formed adhesion promotion layer, a coating liquid for a release layer having the follow-

ing composition was applied so as to provide 30 cm wide coating layers at intervals of a widtn of 90 cm and to provide

30 a coating amount of 0.5 g/m2
(after drying), and then the resultant coating was dried to form a release layer.

Coating liquid for release layer

Polyvinyl alcohol resin (KL-05. mfd. by Nihcn Gosei Kagaku K.K.)

Water

5 parts

100 parts

40 Then, a coating liquid lor a receptor iayer having the following composition was applied so that the resultant coating

corresponds to the above release layer by means of a bar coaler so as to provide a coating amount of 3.0 g/m2 (after

drying), and the resultant coating was preliminarily dried by means of a dryer, and then dried in an oven for 30 min. at

100°C, whereby a dye receptor layer was formed.

Thereafter, a solution oi an adhesive agent having the following composition was applied so that the resultant coat-

45 ing corresponds to each of the above receptor layers so as to provide a coating amount of 3.0 g/m2
(after drying) and

then dried in the same manner as described above, whereby an adhesive layer was formed.

50 Composition of coating liquid for receptor layer

Vinyl chloride/vinyl acetate copolymer (VYHD, mfd. by Union Carbide Co.) 100 parts

Amino modified silicone (X-22-343. mfd. by Shinetsu Kagaku Kogyo K.K.) 3 parts

55
Epoxy modifier: silicone (KF-393, mfd. by Shinetsu Kagaku Kogyo K.K.) 3 parts

Methyl ethyl ketone/toluene (wt.ratio = VI) 500 parts
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Composition of coating liquid for adhesive layer

Ethylene vinylacetate copolymer type heat sealing, agent (AD 37P295, mfd. by Toyo Morton K.K.)

Water

TOO parts

100 parts

Then, an ink for a blue dye layer having the following composition was prepared and the resultant coating liquid was

applied onto the surface of the substrate on which the release layer had not been formed, by means of a gravure coater

so as to provide a 30 cm wide coating layers and to provide a coating amount of 1 .0 g/m2 (after drying), and then dried,

whereby the blue dye layer was formed.

Ink composition of dye layer

Disperse dye (Kayaset Slue 71 ^ mfd. by Ninon Kayaku K.K.) 4.0 parts

Ethyl hydroxyceliulose '"mfd. by Hercules Co.) 5.0 parts

Methyl ethyl ketone/toluene (wt. ratio =1/1) 80.0 parts

Dioxane 10.0 parts

A yellow dye layer was formed on the surface of the substrate, on which the receptor layer and the blue dye layer

had not been formed, in the same manner as described above except for using a yellow disperse dye (Macrolex Yellow

6G, mfd. by Bayer, C.I. Disperse Yel:ow 20 i) instead of the above disperse dye.

30 Then, a magenta dye layer was formed on the suriace of the substrate, on which the receptor layer, the blue dye

layer and the yellow dye layer had not been formed, in the same manner as described above except for using a magenta

disperse dye (C.I. Disperse Red 60} instead of the above disperse dye, whereby a thermal transfer sheet according to

the present invention was obtained.

The thermal transfer sheet as described above was superposed on plain paper so that the receptor layer of the

35 thermal transfer sheet contacted the plain paper, and the receptor layer was transferred to the plain paper by means of

a thermal head under the following conditions, thereby to cover the entire surface of the plain paper with the resultant

receptor layer.

Output: 1 W/dot.

40 Pulse width (or pulse duration): 0.3 to 0.45 msec,

Dot density: 3 ricts/rnm

Then, onto the surface of the thus transferred receptor layer, printing was effected in accordance with a yellow sig-

nal (i.e., signal to be used for forming a yeliow color image) which had been obtained by subjecting an original to color

45 separation, so that the yellow dye layer was superposed on the surface of the receptor layer to form an yellow image.

Onto the thus formed image region, the above magenta dye was transferred in accordance with a magenta signal,

and further the above cyan dye was transferred in accordance with a cyan signal in the same manner as described

above, whereby a full color image was formed.

50 Examples 12 to 114 and Comparative Examples 11 to 13

Sixteen species of thermal transfer sheets were prepared in the same manner as in Example 11 except that each

of the coating liquids for release layer as shown in the following Table 9 was used for forming the release layer instead

of that used in Example 11

.

55 Then, full color images were formed in the same manner as in Example 11 except for using each of the thus pre-

pared thermal transfer sheet, instead of thai used in Example II.
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Example 110 Aery Ion i tri le styrene copolymer 5 parts

5
(mfd. by Daiseru K.K.)

MEK / toluene 100 parts

Example 111 Tr i s ( met hacryloxyethyl ) isocyanurate 20 parts

10 (FA-731M, mfd. by Hitachi Kasei

Kogyo K.K.

)

MEK/ toluene 100 parts

15 (The coating after drying was

crosslinked by electron beam radiation)

Example 112 Pent aery thritol tetraacryla te 20 par ts

20 (SR--295 mfd. by Thertcmer Co.)

2 -e thy Ihexy lmet hacry late

(Light E2ster EH, mfd. by Kyoei Yushi

10 parts

25 K a

g

3 k u Kocyo K.K.

1 -hydroxycyciohexyl phenyl ketone 1 par t

flrgacure 134, mfd. by Ninon Ciba Geigy)

30

-

MEK / toluene

(The coating after drying was

100 parts

crosslinked by electron beam radiation)

35
Example 113 Polyvinyl alcohol (KL-5, mfd. by

Ninon Gosei Kagaku K.K.)

Titanium jactate

5

0. 1

parts

par t

40

(Orgatics TC310, mfd. by Matsumoto

Seiyaku Kogyo K.K.)

Wa ter 100 parts

Example 114 Pol winy! alcohol (KL-5, mfd. by 5 parts
45

Wihon Gosei Kagaku K.K.)

KaoA i

n

(mM. by Shiraishi Kogyo K.K.)

0.5 part

50
Wa ter 100 parts
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5

Comparative

Example 11

No release layer was provided but the receptor

layer was directly formed on the adhesion

promotion 1 aver by coating.

10

Comparat i ve

Example 12

Polyester resin 5 parts

(Eliter UE-3200, mfd. by Unitika K.K.)

MEK/toIuene 100 parts

15

Comparative

Example 13

Acrylic resin 5 parts

(mfd. by Mitsubishi Rayon K.K.)

HEK/toluene 100 parts

20

When iamge formation was affected on each of the above thermal transfer sheets of Examples and Comparative

Examples, the resultant peelability of the receptor layer, the film cutting property at the time of the transfer of the recep-

25 tor layer and the releasability at the time of the image formation were evaluated.

The results were shown in the following Table 10.

Table 10

30 Peelability Film cutting property Releasability

Example 11 Good Good Good

Example 12 Good Good Good

35
Example 13 Good Good Good

Example 14 Good Good Good

Example 15 Good Good Good

Example 16 Good Good Good

40 Example 17 Good Good Good

Example 18 Good Good Good

Example 19 Good Good Good

45
Example 110 Good Good Good

Example 11

1

Good Good Good

Example 112 Good Good Good

Example 11

3

Good Excellent Good

50 Example 114 Good Excellent Good

55

Comparative Example 11 Peeling did not occur.

Comparative Example 12 Thermal sticking

Comparative Example 13 Good Good Abnormal transfer
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Examples J1 to JiO. Comparative example Jj

Coating liquids having the following compositions were applied onto a reusability imparted surface of a 4.5 jim

thick polyethylene terephthalate film (mid. by Toray K.K.) wehrein the back surface thereof had been provided with a

5 heat resistant lubricating layer, and the other surface thereof had been subjected to reusability imparting treatment,

in accordance with the following Table 1 1 , so that 30 cm wide superpositions of a receptor layer, an intermediate layer

and an adhesive layer were formed at intervals of 90 cm.

More specifically, the receptor layer was formed by applying the coating liquid having the foilowing composition by

a bar coater so as to provide a coating amount of 3.0 g/m2
(after drying), preliminarily drying the resultant coating and

w drying the coating in an oven at 1 00 fJC for 30 m'n. The intermediate layer was formed by applying an urethane emulsion

(Hydran AP-70, mfd. by Dainihon Ink Kagaku Kogyo K.K ) so as to provide a coating amount of 3.0 g/m2
(solid content)

and drying the resultant coating. Further, the adhesive layer was formed by applying the foilowing adhesive agent solu-

tion so as to provide a coating amount of 3.0 g/m2
[after drying) and drying the resultant coating in the same manner

as described above.

15

Composition of coating liquid for receptor layer

20
Vinyl chloride/vinyl acetate copolymer (VYHD, mfd. by Union Carbide Co.) 100 parts

Amino modified silicone (X 22 343, mfd. by Shinetsu Kagaku Kogyo K.K.) 3 parts

Epoxy modified silicone (KF 393. mfd. by Shinetsu Kagaku Kogyo K.K.) 3 parts

Methyl ethyl keione/icuene (M.raiio - 1/1) 500 parts

25

30

Composition of cotinn liquid for adhsive layer

Ethylene/viny! aceta'.e copolymer iype heat sealing agent

(AD 37P2C-5, mfd. by Toyo Morton K.K.) Water

100 parts

100 parts

Then, an ink for a dye blue layer having the following composition was prepared and the resultant coating liquid was

applied onto the surface of the substrate on which the receptor layer had not been formed, by means of a gravure coater

so as to provide a 30 cm wide coating layers and to provide a coating amount of 1.0 g/m2 (after drying), and then dried.

40 whereby the blue dye layer was formed.

Ink composition of dye layer

Disperse dye (Kayasef Blue 714, mfd. by Ninon Kayaku K.K.) 4.0 pans

Ethyl hycroxyceilulose (mfd. by Hercules Co.) 5.0 parts

Methyl ethyl kelone/toluene (wt. ratio =1/1) 80.0 pans

Dioxan 10.0 parts

A yellow dye layer was formed on the surface of the substrate, on which the receptor layer and the blue dye layer

had not been formed, in the same manner as described above except for using a yellow disperse dye (Macrolex Yellow

55 6G, mfd. by Bayer, C.I. Disperse Yeiiow 201) instead of the above disperse dye.

Then, a magenta dye layer was formed or the surface of the substrate, on which the receptor layer, the blue dye

layer and the yellow dye layer had net beer, formed, in the same manner as described above except for using a magenta

disperse dye (C.I. Disperse Red SO) instead of the above disperse dye, whereby thermal transfer sheet according to the
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present invention and Comparative Example were obtained.

Table 1

1

Receptor layer Intermediate layer Adhesive layer

Example J

1

White pigment 50 parts (Not formed) No additive

Example J2 Fluorescent brightener 1

part

(Not formed) No additive

Example J3 Foaming agent 10 parts (Not formed) No additive

Example J4 No additive (Not formed) White pigment 20 parts

Example J5 No additive (Not formed) Fluorescent brightener 0.5 i

par-

Example J6 No additive (Not formed) Foaming agent 5 parts

Example J7 No additive White pigment 5 parts No additive

Example J8 No additive Fluorescent brightener 0.3

part

No additive

Example J9
:

No additive
i -- -

Foaming agent 3 parts No additive

Example J1 0 ; FK !orsce ri brighten er 0.3

i par!
i

i

White pigment 5 parts Foaming agent 1 part

Comparative Example J 1
j
No additive No additive No additive

•White pigment: titanium dioxide

(TCA-888, mfd. by Tohchem Products K.K.)

•Fluorescent brightener: Yubitex OB
j

(mfd. by Ciba Geigy)

•Foaming agent: thermally expandable microcapsules

(F50, mfd. by Matsumoto Yushi Seiyaku K.K.)

The thermal transfer sheet as described above was superposed on plain paper so that the receptor layer of the

35 thermal transfer sheet contacted the plain paper and the receptor layer was transferred to the plain paper by means of

a thermal head under the following conditions, thereby to cover the entire surface of the plain paper with the resultant

receptor layer.

Output: 1 VV/dc
;

,

40 Pulse width (or pulse duration): 0.3 to 0.45 msec.

Dot density: 3 dots/mm

Then, onto the surface of the thus transferred receptor layer, printing was effected in accordance with a yellow sig-

nal (i.e.. signal to be used for forming a yellow color image) which had been obtained by subjecting an original to color

45 separation, so that the yellow dye layer was superposed on the surface of the receptor layer to form an yellow image.

Onto the thus formed image region, the above magenta eye was transferred in accordance with a magenta signal,

and further the above cyan dye was transferred in accordance with a cyan signal in the same manner as described

above, whereby a full color image was formed.

With respect to the thus formed images, the clearness, color reproducibility and image quality was evaluated.

so The results are shown in the following Table 12.

Table 12

Clearness Color reproducibility Image quality

Example J

1

Example J2

Excellent

Good

Good

Excellent

Poor

Poor
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i able 12 (continued)

Clearness Color reproducibility Image quality

Example J

3

Good Poor Excellent

Example J4 Excellent Good Poor

Example J5 Good Excellent Poor

Example J6 Good Poor Excellent

Example J7 Excellent Good Poor

Example J8 Good Excellent Poor

Example J9 Good Poor Excellent

Example JiO Excel!en Excellent Excellent

Comparative Example J

1

Poor Poor Poor

Example K1

20 Coating liquid having the following composition was applied onto a releasability imparted surface of a 4.5 \xm thick

polyethylene terephthalate film (mk: by Tcray K.K ) wherein the back surface thereof had been provided with a heat

resistant lubricating layer, and the other surface thereof had been subjected to releasability imparting treatment, and

the resultant coating was dired so that 30 cm wide receptor layers having a thickness (after drying) of 2 pm were formed

at intervals of 90 cm. Thereafter, a solution of an adhesive agent having the following composition was applied on the

25 receptor layer, and the resultant coating was dried so as to provide a adhesive layer having a thickness (after drying) of

2 um

30 Composition of coating liquid for receptor layer

Vinyl chloride/viny! acetate copolymer (VYHD. mfd. Union Carbide Co.) 100 parts

Amino modified silicone (X-S2-343, mfd. by Shinetsu Kagaku Kogyo K.K.) 3 parts

35
Epoxy modified silicone (KF-393. mfd by Shinetsu Kagaku Kogyo K.K.) 3 parts

Methyl ethyl keione/teiuene 'wt. ratio = 1/1} 400 parts

40

Composition of coating liquid for adhesive layer

Acrylic resin (BR- 106. mfd. by Mitsubishi Rayon K.K.)

Methyl ethyi ketone/toluene (wt ratio = 1/1)

100 parts

300 parts

Then, an ink for an adhesive layer and an ink for yellow dye layers of three colors having the following compositions

50 were respectively prepared, and were sequentially applied onto the surface of the substrate film on which the receptor

layer had not been formed, in a sequence of from the adhesive layer ink to the yellow dye layer ink, by means of a gra-

vure coater so as to provide a 30 cm wide coating layers and to provide a coating amounts of 0.5 jim and 1 .0 jim (after

drying) respectively, and then dried, whereby a thermal transfer sheet according to the present invention was obtained.
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Ink composition for adhesive layer

Polyester resin (Adcoat 335A) 35 parts

Methyl ethyl ketone/toluene (wt. ratio =1/1) 65 parts

15

Ink composition of yellow dye layer

Disperse dye (Macrolex yellow 5G, rrrid. by Bayer) 5.5 parts

Polyvinyl huiyra! resin (S LEC BX-1, Sekisui Kagaku K.K.) 4.5 parts

Methyl ethyl ketone/toluene (wtratio = 1/1) 89.0 parts

20

Inks for a magenta dye laye> and a cyan dye layer were prepared in the same manner as described above except

that disperse dyes (C.I. Disperse Red £G. and C.I. Solvent Blue 63) were respectively used instead of the above yellow

disperse dye.

25 Examples K2 to K4 and Comparative Examples Ki to K2

Five species of thermal transfer sheets according to the present invention and Comparative Examples were pre-

pared in the same manner as in Example K1 except that the thickness of the dye receptor layer and the adhesive layer

were changed in the following manner

30

Receptor layer Adhesive layer

Example K2 2 nm 20 urn

Example K3 20 u.m 2 um

Example K4 10 urn 15 urn

Comparative Example Ki 1 jam 1 urn

Comparative Example K2 20 urn 20 um

Example K5

45 In addition to the ink compositions prepared in Example K1 , an ink for transferable protection layer having the fol-

lowing composition was prepared.

By use of these inks, (3 »m-:hickoye receptor layer + 5 pm-thickdye receptor layer), dye layers of three colors, and

(3 urn-thick transferable protection layer + 5 urn-thick adhesive layer) were sequentially formed on the substrate surface

as shown in FIG. 1 1 ,
whereby s -.hernial transfer sheet according to the present invention was prepared.

50

Ink composition for protection layer

55
Polyester resin (Bairon 600, mfd. by Toyobo K.K.) 20.0 parts

Epoxy modified silicone (KF 3S3, mfd. by Shinetsu Kagaku K.K.) 0.5 part

Methyl ethyl keione/ioluene (wtratio = 1/1) 80.0 parts
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Each of the thermal transfer sheet according to the present invention and Comparative Examples as described

above was wound up into a roll having a diameter of 1 5 cm, and the resultant winding creases (or wrinkles) were eval-

uated.

Then, each of the above thermal transfer sheets was wound off and was superposed on plain paper so that the

5 receptor layer of the thermal transfer sheet contacted the plain paper and the receptor layer was transferred to the plain

paper by means of a thermal head under the following conditions, thereby to cover the entire surface of the plain paper

with the resultant receptor layer.

Output: i W/doi.

10 Pulse width (or pulse duration): 0.3 to 0.45 msec.

Dot density: 3 riots/mm

Then, onto the surface of the Ih.is transferred receptor layer, printing was effected in accordance with a yellow sig-

nal (i.e., signal to be used for forming a yellow color image) which had been obtained by subjecting an original to color

separation, so that the yellow dye layer was superposed cn the surface of the receptor layer to form an yellow image.

Onto the thus formed image region, the above magenta dye was transferred in accordance with a magenta signal,

and further the above cyan dye was transferred in accordance with a cyan signal in the same manner as described

above, whereby a full color image was formed.

The resultant transferability of the dye, peelability of the receptor layer and the image quality of the ihus formed

images were evaluated.

The results are shown in the following Table 13

Table 13

25 Image quality Occurrence of winding
j

creases
j

Example K 1 Good None
|

Example K2 Excellent None

30
Example K3 Excellent None

Example K« Excellent None

Example K5 Excellent None

35 Comparative Example K1 f Jot good None
j

Comparative Example K2 Good Observed
j

For convenience, the invention in its various essential and preferred aspects will be summarised on the following

40 definition clauses, which are not put forward as ihe claims.

1. A receptor layer transfer sheet comprising a substrate sheet and a transferable layer disposed on one side sur-

face of the substrate sheet. Ihe transferable layer being peelable from the substrate sheet and comprising a dye

receptor layer,

wherein the transferable layer contains bubbles.

2. A receptor layer transfer sheet according to Clause 1 , wherein the transferable layer comprises the dye receptor

layer and an adhesive layer disposed thereon, and at least one layer selected from the dye receptor layer and the

adhesive layer contains the bubbles.

3. A receptor layer transfer sheet according to Clause 1 , wherein the transferable layer comprises the dye receptor

layer and an adhesive layer disposed thereon by ihe medium of an intermediate layer, and at least one layer

selected from the dye receptor aver, intermediate layer and the adhesive layer contains the bubbles.

4. A receptor layer transfer srv-rst comprising a substrate sheet and a transferable layer disposed on one side sur-

face of the substrate sheet, ihe transferable layer oeing peelable from the substrate sheet and comprising a dye

receptor layer,

wherein the transferable layer comprises a vinyl chloride/vinyl acetate copolymer having an average degree

40
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of polymerization of 400 or below.

5. A receptor layer transfer sheet according io Clause 4, wherein the vinyl chloride/vinyl acetate copolymer has a

degree of polymerization of ^O io 350.

5

6. A receptor layer transfer sheet according to Clause 4, wherein ihe transferable layer comprises the dye receptor

layer and an adhesive layer disposed thereon.

7. A receptor layer transfer sheet comprising a substrate sheet and a transferable layer disposed on one side sur-

w face of the substrate sheet, the transferable layer being peelable from the substrate sheet.

wherein the transferable layer comprises a superposition comprising a dye receptor layer, an intermediate

layer disposed thereon, and an adhesive layer disposed on the intermediate layer; the dye receptor layer contains

a release agent; and the intermediate layer functions as a barrier layer such that it prevents the release agent from

migrating from the dye receptor layer to the adhesive layer.

75

8. A receptor layer transfer >;»heei according to Clause 7, wherein the intermediate layer comprises a resin which is

incompatible with the release ager.;.

9. A receptor layer transfer sheet comprising a substrate sheet and a transferable layer disposed on one side sur-

20 face of the substrate sheet, ihe transferable layer being peelable from the substrate sheet and comprising a dye

receptor layer.

wherein the transferable layer contains a white pigment and bubbles.

10. A receptor layer transfer sheet according to Clause 9. wherein the transferable layer comprises the dye receptor

25 layer and an adhesive layer disposed thereon, and at least one layer selected from the dye receptor layer and the

adhesive layer contains ihe white pigment and the bubbles.

11. A receptor layer transfer sheet according to Clause 9. wherein the transferable layer comprises the dye receptor

layer and an adhesive lave'
-

disposed thereon oy the medium of an intermediate layer, and at least one layer

30 selected from the dye recep'.or layer, the intermediate layer and the adhesive layer contains the white pigment and

the bubbles.

12. A receptor layer transfer sheet comprising a substrate sheet and a transferable layer disposed on one side sur-

face of the substrate sheet, the transferable layer being peelable from the substrate sheet and comprising a dye

35 receptor layer,

wherein the transferable layer contains bubbles covered with a white pigment.

13. A receptor layer transfer sheet according to Clause 12, wherein the transferable layer comprises the dye recep-

tor layer and an adhesive Saver disposed thereon, and at least one layer selected from the dye receptor layer and

40 the adhesive layer contains ihe bubbles covered with the white pigment.

14. A receptor layer transfer sheet according io Clause 12, wherein the transferable layer comprises the dye recep-

tor layer and an adhesive teyer disposed thereon by the medium of an intermediate layer, and at least one layer

selected from the dye receptor la/er, ihe intermediate layer and the adhesive layer contains the bubbles covered

45 with the white pigment.

15. A receptor layer transfer sheet comprising a substrate sheet and a transferable layer disposed on one side sur-

face of the substrate sheet the transferable layer being peelable from the substrate sheet and comprising a dye

receptor layer,

so wherein the transferable layer contains a foaming agent which has not been subjected to foaming operation.

16. A receptor layer transfe' sheet according to Ciause 15, wherein the transferable layer comprises the dye recep-

tor layer and an adhesive layer disposed thereon, and at least one layer selected from the dye receptor layer and

the adhesive layer contains the foaming agent which has not been subjected to foaming operation.

55

17. A receptor layer transfer sheet according to Ciause 15, wherein the transferable layer comprises the dye recep-

tor layer and an adhesive layer disposed thereon by the medium of an intermediate layer, and at least one layer

selected from the dye receptor layer, the intermediate layer and the adhesive layer contains ihe foaming agent
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which has not been subjected io foaming operation.

18. A receptor layer transfer sheet according to Clause 15,

wherein the transferable -ayer comprises a superposition comprising the dye receptor layer, an intermediate

5 layer disposed thereon, a foaming agent layer disposed on the intermediate layer, and an adhesive layer disposed

on the foaming agent layer; the foaming agent layer contains the foaming agent which has not been subjected to

foaming operation.

19. A receptor layer transfer sheet comprising a substrate sheet and a transferable layer disposed on one side sur-

ra face of the substrate sheet, the transferable layer being peelable from the substrate sheet,

wherein the transferable layer comprises a superposition comprising a dye receptor layer, an intermediate

layer disposed thereon, and an adhesive layer disposed on the intermediate layer; and the intermediate layer com-

prises at least one resin selected from a resin which has at least partially been crosslinked and an acrylic resin.

75 20. A receptor layer transfer sh ret according to Clause 19. wherein the intermediate layer comprises at least one

resin selected from a poiyes ;.e= * esin and an acryisc resin and the resin is crosslinked with a polyisocyanate.

21. A receptor layer transfer sheet comprising a substrate sheet and a transferable layer disposed on one side sur-

face of the substrate sheet, the transferable layer being peelable from the substrate sheet,

20 wherein the transferable layer comprises a superposition comprising a dye receptor layer, an intermediate

layer disposed thereon, and an adhesive layer disposed on the intermediate layer; and the intermediate layer com-

prises a resin having a glass transition point (Tg) of -20°C to 70°C.

22. A receptor layer transfer sheet according to Clause 21 wherein the intermediate layer has a tensile elongation

25 at break of 50 to 1 000 %.

23. A receptor layer transfer sheet comprising a substrate sheet and a transferable layer disposed on one side sur-

face of the substrate sheet,

wherein the transferable layer contains a foaming agent which has not been subjected to foaming operation

30 and comprises a resin having a rjiass transfer point (Tg) of -20°C to 70°C.

24. A receptor layer transfer sheet comorising a substrate sheet and a transferable layer disposed on one side sur-

face of the substrate sheet, the transferable layer being peelable from the substrate sheet,

wherein the transferable layer comprises a superposition comprising a dye receptor layer, an intermediate

35 layer disposed thereon, and an adhesive layer disposed on the intermediate layer; and the intermediate layer com-

prises a filler.

25. A receptor layer transfer sheet comprising a substrate sheet and a transferable layer disposed on one side sur-

face of the substrate sheet, the transferable layer being peelable from the substrate sheet,

40 wherein the transferable U-yer comprises a superposition comprising a dye receptor layer, an intermediate

layer disposed thereon, and a r-.-bble containing layer disposed on the intermediate layer.

26. A receptor layer transfer snest according to Clause 25, wherein the bubble containing layer also functions as

an adhesive layer.

45

27. A receptor layer transfer sheet according to Clause 25, wherein an adhesive layer has been disposed on the

bubble containing layer.

28. A receptor layer transfer sheet comprising a substrate sheet and a transferable layer disposed on one side sur-

50 face of the substrate sheet, the transferable layer being peelable from the substrate sheet and comprising a dye

receptor layer,

wherein the transferase layer has a surface provided with a minute unevenness configuration.

29. A receptor layer transfer sheet according to Clause 23, wherein the transferable layer comprises the dye recep-

55 tor layer and an adhesive layer disposed thereof:, and the adhesive layer is positioned at the surface of the trans-

ferable layer.

30. A receptor layer transfer sheet according to Clause 28, wherein the minute unevenness configuration on the
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surface of the transferable layer has been formed by adding thereto at least one of a filler and bubbles.

31. A receptor layer transfer sheet according to Clause 28, wherein the minute unevenness configuration on the

surface of the transferable 'a/er has been formed by embossing treatment.

5

32. A receptor layer transfer sheet according to Clause 28, wherein the minute unevenness configuration on the

surface of the transferable !*yer has an average surface roughness Ra of 0.01 to 30 urn.

33. A thermal transfer sheet comprising a coniinuous substrate sheet, and a dye layer of at least' one color and at

io least one transferable layer which are sequentially disposed on one side surface of the continuous substrate sheet,

wherein the transferable layer comprises a dye receptor layer, and a release layer is disposed between the

transferable layer and the continuous substrate sheet.

34. A thermal transfer sheei according to Ciause 33, wherein the transferable layer has an adhesive layer as a sur-

15 face layer thereof.

35. A thermal transfer she^i according Jo Clause 33, wherein the substrate sheet is subjected io imparting pro-

motable adhesion.

20 36. A thermal transfer sne- i acceding to Clause 33, wherein the release layer composes at least one species

selected from the group cc.r.sis::.v of polyvinyl alcohol, polyvinyl acetal, polyvinyl bui/rai, polyvinyl pyrrolidone.

polyamide, polyurethane, cellules-; resin, polycarbonate, styrene resin, and an ionizing radiation curing resin.

37. A thermal transfer sheei according to Clause 33, wherein the dye layer has at least t:uee colors of yellow, cyan

25 and magenta.

38. A thermal transfer shee< conv;; ! sing a continuous substrate sheet, and a dye layer of a! least one color and at

least one transferable layer //hich -re sequentially disposed on one side surface of the continuous substrate sheet,

wherein the trans."^i :n!e layer comprises a dye receptor layer, and contains at least one species selected

30 from a white pigment, a flue esce:r brightener and bubbles.

39. A thermal transfer sheet according to Ciause 38, wherein the transfer layer comprises the dye receptor layer

and an adhesive layer disposed thereof, and at least one layer selected from the adhesive layer and the dye recep-

tor layer contains at least one species selected from a white pigment, a fluorescent brightener and bubbles.

35

40. A thermal transfer sheet according to Clause 38, wherein the transferable layer comprises the dye receptor

layer and an adhesive layer disposed thereon by the medium of an intermediate layer, and at least one layer

selected from the adhesive iayer, the intermediate layer, and the dye receptor layer contains at least one species

selected from a white pigment, a '"tuorescent brightener and bubbles.

40

41. A thermal transfer shee* according to Clause 40, wherein the dye receptor layer contains the fluorescent bright-

ener, the intermediate layer contains the white pigment, and the adhesive layer contains bubbles.

42. A thermal transfer shee: comc-rising a continuous substrate sheet, and a dye layer of at least one color and at

45 least one transferable layer which are sequentially disposed on one side surface of the coniinuous substrate sheet,

wherein the transferable layer compiises a dye receptor layer, and has a thickness in the range of 3 to 40

p.m.

43. A thermal transfer shee -

. according to Clause 42, wherein the transferable layer further comprises at least one

so layer selected from an adhesive layer and a release layer.

44. A thermal transfer shee 1 according to Clause 42, wherein the dye layer, the transferable layer and a protection

layer are sequentially disposed on 'he one side surface of the continuous substrate sheet, and the protection layer

has a thickness of O.i to 20 urn

55

45. A thermal transfer shee J comprising a continuous substrate sheet, and a dye layer of at least one color and at

least one transferable layer which -j e sequentially disposed on one side surface of the continuous substrate sheet

wherein the transferable layer comprises a dye receptor layer, and the dye layer contains a component of a
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release agent.

46. A thermal transfer sheet according to Ciause 45. wherein the dye receptor layer does not substantially contain

a component of a release agent

5

47. A thermal transfer sheet according io Clause 45, wherein the dye layer comprises a release agent layer formed

on the surface thereof.

48. A thermal transfer sheet according to Clause 45, wherein the dye layer comprises a binder having a releasing

w segment.

49. A thermal transfer sheet according to Ciause 45. wehrein the dye layer has at least three colors of yellow, cyan

and magenta.

75 50. A thermal transfer sheet according to Clause 45, wherein the dye layer, the transferable layer and a protection

layer are sequentially disposed on thr one side surface of the continuous substrate sheet.

51. A thermal transfer sheet comprising a continuous substrate sheet, and a dye layer of at least one color and at

least one transferable layer whi-'.h arq sequentially disposed on one side surface of the continuous substrate sheet,

20 wherein the transferable !ayer con-prises a dye receptor layer, and an adhesive layer is disposed between

the transferable layer and the continuous substrate sheet.

52. A thermal transfer sheet according to Clause 51 . which has a release layer between the dye receptor layer and

the continuous substrate sheet.

25

53. A thermal transfer sheet according to Ciause 51, wherein the dye layer, the transferable layer and a protection

layer are sequentially disposer; on the one side surface of the continuous substrate sheet.

54. A thermal transfer sheet comprising a continuous substrate sheet, and a dye layer of at least one color and at

30 least one transferable layer which are sequentially disposed on one side surface of the continuous substrate sheet,

wherein the transferable layer comprises a superposition comprising a dye receptor layer, an intermediate

layer disposed thereon, and ar Rdhes*.'e layer disposed on the intermediate layer; and the intermediate layer com-

prises a resin which has at lea-rt partially been crosslinked.

35 55. A thermal transfer sheet according to Clause 54. wherein the dye layer, the transferable layer and a protection

layer are sequentially disposer; on the one side surface of the continuous substrate sheet.

56. A thermal transfer sheet cr-mprising a continuous substrate sheet, and a dye layer of at least one color and at

least one transferable layer whicn are sequentially disposed on one side surface of the convnuous substrate sheet,

40 wherein the transferable 'ayer comprises a superposition comprising a dye receptor layer, an intermediate

layer disposed thereon, and a r
- rdhesi/e layer disposed on the intermediate layer; and the intermediate layer com-

prises a resin having a glass vr-nsitrr point (To) of 10°C or below.

57. A thermal transfer sheet according to Clause 56. wherein the dye layer, the transferable layer and a protection

45 layer are sequentially disposer on the one side surface of the continuous substrate sheet.

58. A thermal transfer method, comprising;

superposing a thermal transfer sheet on an image receiving sheet in a thermal transfer apparatus, and

50 supplying heat to the thermal transfer sheet from the back surface side thereof, thereby to transfer a dye from

the thermal transfer sheet tc the image receiving sheet, the thermal transfer sheet comprising a continuous

substrate sheet, and a dye layer of at least one color and at least one transferable layer which are sequentially

disposed on one side surface c\ the continuous substrate sheet, the transferable layer being white and com-

prising a dye receptor layer

55 wherein detection light is supplied from a light source provided in the thermal transfer apparatus to the

thermal transfer sheet, anc' the resultant reflection or interception of the detection light based on the transfera-

ble layer is detected, thai e-iry to detect the presence of the transferable layer.
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59. A thermal iransfer meinod according to Clause 58. wherein the transferable layer comprises the dye receptor

layer and an adhesive laye* disposed thereon, and at least one layer selected from the adhesive layer and the dye

receptor layer is white.

5 60. A thermal transfer method according to Clause 58, wherein the transferable layer comprises the dye receptor

layer and an adhesive layer disposed thereon by the medium of an intermediate layer, and at least one layer

selected from the adhesive iayer. ;J- e intermediate layer and the dye receptor layer is white.

61 . A thermal transfer method accc-ding to Clause 58, wherein the thermal transfer sheet comprises a white detec-

w tion mark on the one side surface of the continuous substrate sheet.

62. A thermal transfer method according to Clause 58, wherein the transferable layer is transferred to the image

receiving sheet several times so as to provide a superposition of the transferable layers in advance of the thermal

transfer of the dye.

75

63. A thermal transfer apparatus, comprising:

an image receiving sheet,

means for conveying ir e image receiving sheet,

20 a thermal transfer sheet,

means for conveying the the; :• al transfer sheet,

heat application means for snrerposing the thermal transfer sheet on the image receiving sheet and supplying

heat to the thermal transfer s: -.-at from the back surface side thereof, thereby to transfer a dye from the thermal

transfer sheet to >he \r,,-\oe receiving sheet, and

25 detection means comprising a tight source and a light receptor, the thermal transfer sheet comprising a contin-

uous substrate sheet, and a dye layer of at least one color and at least one transferable layer which are

sequentially disposed en one side surface of the continuous substrate sheet, the transferable layer being white

and comprising a dye teceptor layer;

wherein detection Sighl is supplied from the light source to the thermal transfer sheet, and the resultant

30 reflection or interception of the detection light based on the transferable layer is detected, thereby to detect the

presence of the transferable ;«yer.

Claims

35 1. A receptor layer transfer sreei comprising a substrate sheet and a transferable layer disposed on one side surface

of the substrate sheet, the rranslerable layer being peelable from the substrate sheet and comprising a dye receptor

layer, wherein one or more of the following features are present: -

(a) the transferable layer contains bubbles;

40

(b) the transferable layer comprises a viny! chloride/vinyl acetate copolymer having an average degree of

polymerisation of 400 or belo'v;

(c) the transferable layer comprises a superposition comprising the dye receptor layer, an intermediate layer

45 disposed thereon, and an adhesive layer disposed on the intermediate layer; the dye receptor layer contains a

release agent; and the intermediate layer functions as a barrier layer such that it prevents the release agent

from migrating from the dye receptor layer to the adhesive layer;

(d) the transferable lav^r conieins a foaming agent which has not been subjected to foaming operation;

so

(e) the transferable layer cornonses a superposition comprising a dye receptor layer an intermediate layer dis-

posed thereon, and an adhesive layer disposed on the intermediate layer; and the intermediate layer com-

prises at least one resin whicn has at least partially been crosslinked or an acrylic resin; or

55 (f) the transferable layer comprises a superposition comprising the dye receptor layer, an intermediate layer

disposed thereon, and en adhesive layer disposed on the intermediate layer; and the intermediate layer com-

prises a resin having ? giass transition point (Tg) of -20°C to 70°C.
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2. A receptor layer transfer sheet as claimed in Claim , wherein the dye receptor layer comprises a vinyl chloride/vinyl

acetate copolymer having an average degree of polymerisation of 150 to 350.

3. A receptor layer transfer sheet as claimed in Claim 1 or Claim 2. wherein the transferable layer contains a white

5 pigment and bubbles.

4. A receptor layer transfer sheet as claimed in Claim 3, wherein the transferable layer contains bubbles covered with

a white pigment.

w 5. A receptor layer transfer sheet hs claimed in any preceding claim, wherein the transferable layer has a surface pro-

vided with a minute unevenness configuration and therein the minute unevenness configuration on the surface of

the transferable layer has beer: formed by including therein at least one of a filler and bubbles.

6. A receptor layer transfer sheet according to Claim 5, wherein the transferable layer has a surface provided with a

15 minute unevenness configuration and the transferable layer comprises the dye receptor layer and an adhesive layer

disposed thereon, and the adhesive layer is positioned at the surface of the transferable layer.

7. A receptor layer transfer sheet according to Claim 5. wherein the minute unevenness configuration on the surface

of the transferable layer has been formed by an embossing treatment.

20

8. A receptor layer transfer sheet ^ccc r^-g to any one of Claims 5 to 7, wherein the minute unc-venness configuration

on the surface of the transferable la has an average surface roughness Ra of 0.01 to 30pm.

9. A receptor layer transfer sheet cl :-imed in any preceding claim, wherein one or more of the following features are

25 present:-

(a) the transferable layer contains bubbles;

(b) the transferable layer comprises a vinyl chloride/vinyl acetate copolymer having an average degree of

30 polymerisation of 400 or below;

(c) the transferable layer contains a foaming agent which has not been subjected to foaming operation; and

(d) the transferable layer ^as a surface provided with a minute unevenness configuration; and

35 wherein the transferable layer comprises the dye receptor layer and 3n adhesive layer disposed thereon and

optionally an intermediate ;ayer disposed between said dye receptor layer and said adhesive layer.

10. A receptor layer transfer shee*. as earned in Claim 9, wherein at least one layer selected
;rom the dye receptor

layer and the adhesive layer and the ..Mermediaie layer if present contains bubbles, or contains white pigment and

40 bubbles or contains bubbles coated with white pigment, or contains a foaming agent which has not been subject to

a foaming operation.

11. A receptor layer transfer sheet as claimed in Claim 3 or Claim 10. comprising a said intermediate layer, wherein the

intermediate layer: -

45

functions as a barrier layer suor that it prevents a release agent contained in the d/e receplor layer from

migrating from the dye receptor ia/er to the adhesive layer; or

has a foaming agent layer disposed on the intermediate layer, and an adhesive layer disposed on the foaming

so agent layer; the foaming agent layer containing a foaming agent which has not been subjected to a foaming

operation; or

comprises at least one resin selected from a resin which has at least partially been crosslinked and an acrylic

resin; or

55

comprises a resin having a glass transition point (Tg) of -20°C to 70°C; or

has a bubble containing layer disposed on the intermediate layer.
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12. A receptor layer transfer s'~.eet according to Claim 11, wherein the intermediate layer functions as a said barrier

layer and comprises a resin whicn »s incompatible with the release agent.

13. A receptor layer transfer sheet according to Claim 1 1 or Claim 12, wherein the intermediate layer comprises at least

5 one resin selected from a polyester resin and an acrylic resin and the resin is crosslinked with a polyisocyanate.

14. A receptor layer transfer sheet according to any one of Claims 11 to 13, wherein the intermediate layer comprises

a resin having a glass transition pclni of -20°C to 70°C which has a tensile elongation at break of 50 to 1000%.

w 15. A receptor layer transfer sheet according Jo any one of Claims 11 to 14, wherein a bubble containing layer is dis-

posed on said intermedial layer and the bubbie containing layer also functions as an adhesive layer.

16. A receptor layer transfer sheet according to Claim 15, which has a bubble containing layer disposed on the inter-

mediate layer, wherein an adhesive layer has been disposed on the bubble containing layer.

15

17. A receptor layer transfer sheet comprising a substrate sheet and a transferable layer disposed on one side surface

of the substrate sheet, wherein the transferable layer contains a foaming agent which has not been subjected to

foaming operation and comprises a resin having a glass transition point (Tg) of -20°C to 70°C.

20 18. A thermal transfer sheet cornprisinc a continuous substrate sheet, and a dye layer of at least one colour and at least

one transferable layer which are sequentially disposed on one side surface of the continuous substrate sheet,

wherein the transferable Invar cor.^.orises a dye receptor layer, and wherein at least one &• the following features are

present:-

25 a release layer is disposed octween the transferable layer and the continuous subs^ate sheei; or

the transferable layer contains at least one species selected from a white pigment, a fluorescent brightener and

bubbles; or

30 the transferable layer has a thickness in the range of 3 to 40um; or

the dye layer contains a component of a release agent; or

an adhesive layer is dispose-; between the transferable layer and the continuous substrate sheet; or

35

transferable layer com. -rises superposition comprising a dye receptor layer, an inermediate layer disposed

thereon, and an adhesive layer disposed on the intermediaia layer; and the intermediate layer comprises a

resin which has at least partially been crosslinked, or a resin having a glass transition point (Tg) of 10°C or

below.

40

19. A thermal transfer sheet according to Claim 18, wherein the transferable layer has an adhesive layer as a surface

layer thereon.

20. A thermal transfer sheet according to Claim 1S or Claim 19, wherein the substrate sheet is subjected to imparting

45 promotable adhesion

21. A thermal transfer sheet according to any one of Claims 18 to 20, comprising a release layer, wherein said release

layer comprises at least one species selected from the group consisting of polyvinyl alcohol, polyvinyl acetal, poly-

vinyl butyral. polyvinyl pyrrolidone. polyamice, polyurethane, cellulose resin, polycarbonate, styrene resin, and an

so ionising radiation curing resin.

22. A thermal transfer sheet according to any one of Claims 18 to 21, wherein the dye layei has at leasi three colours

e.g. yellow, cyan and maoenta.

55 23. A thermal transfer sheei according to any one of Claims 21 to 22, wherein the transfer layer comprises the dye

receptor layer and an adhesive layer disposed thereon, and optionally an intermediate layer therebetween and at

least one layer selected from the vlhesive layer, the intermediate layer and the dye recenlor layer contains at least

one species selected from a white pigment, a fluorescent brightener and bubbles.
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24. A thermal transfer sheet according to Claim 22, wherein the dye receptor layer contains a fluorescent bnghtener, a

said intermediate layer contains a whsie pigment, and the adhesive layer contains bubbles.

25. A thermal transfer sheet according to Claim 18, wherein the transferable layer has a thickness in the range of 3 to

5 40^m and further comprises at least one layer selected from an adhesive layer and a release layer.

26. A thermal transfer sheet according to any one of Claims 18 to 25, wherein the dye layer, the transferable layer and

a protection layer are sequentially disposed on the one side of the substrate sheet.

w 27. A thermal transfer sheet as claimed in Claim 25, wherein the protective layer has a thickness oi 0.1 to 20um.

28. A thermal transfer sheet according to any one of Ciaims 18 to 27, wherein the dye receptor layer does not substan-

tially contain a component of a release agent.

75 29. A thermal transfer sheet according to any one oi Claims 1 8 to 28, wherein the dye layer comprises a release agent

layer formed on the surface thereof

30. A thermal transfer sheet according ic any one of Claims 18 to 29. wherein the dye layer comorises a binder having

a releasing segment.

20

31. A thermal transfer sheet acceding ic Claim 13, which has a said adhesive layer and has a release layer between

the dye receptor layer and thn continuous subsirais sheet.

32. A thermal transfer method, comprise,-;;

25

superposing a thermal transfer sheet on an image receiving sheet in a thermal transfer apparatus; and

supplying heat to the thermal transfer sheet from the back surface side thereof, thereby io transfer a dye from

the thermal transfer sheet to the image receiving sheet, the thermal transfer comprising a continuous substrate

30 sheet, and a dye layer of at least one colour and at least one transferable layer which are sequentially disposed

on one side sudace of the continuous substrate sheet, the transferable layer being white and comprising a dye

receptor layer;

wherein detection light is supplied from a light source provided in the thermal transfer apparatus to the

thermal transfer sheet, and the resultant reflection or interception of the detection light based on the transfera-

35 ble layer is detected, thereby to detect the presence of the transferable layer.

33. A thermal transfer method according :o Claim 32. wherein the transferable layer comprises the dye receptor layer

and an adhesive layer and optionally • J

:sposed therebetween an intermediate layer, and at teast one layer selected

from the adhesive layer, the in:ermed'ate layer and the dye receptor iayer is white.

40

34. A thermal transfer method according o Claim 72 or Claim 33. wherein the thermal transfer sheet comprises a white

detection mark on the one side surface of the continuous substrate sheet.

35. A thermal transfer method according so any one of Claims 32 to 34. wherein the transferable layer is transferred to

45 the image receiving sheei several iir-es so as to pi ovide a superposition oi the transferable layers in advance of

the thermal transfer of the dye

36. A thermal transfer apparatus, comprising:

so an image receiving sheer,

means for conveying the image receiving sheet;

a thermal transfer sheet;

55

means for conveying the thermal transfer sheet;

heat application means for superyosing the thermal transfer sheet on the image receiving sheet and supplying
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heat to the thermal transfer si .eet from the hack surface side thereof, thereby io transfer a dye from the thermal

transfer sheet to the image receiving sheet, and

detection means comprising a light source end a light receptor, the thermal transfer sheet comprising a contin-

5 uous substrate sheet and ?. dye layer of ai least one colour and at least one transferable layer which are

sequentially disposed on one iide surface of the continuous substrate sheet, the transferable layer being white

and comprising a dye receptor layer;

wherein detection light is supplied from the light source to the thermal transfer sheet, and the resultant

reflection or interception of the detection light based on the transferable layer is detected, thereby to detect the

w presence of the transferable l:-:yer.

37. A receptor layer transfer s
u
.eei comprising a substrate sheet and a transferable layer disposed on one side surface

of the substrate sheet, the transferable layer being peelable from the substrate sheet and comprising a dye receptor

layer, wherein one or both of the following features are present :-

is

(a) the transferable layer comprises a superposition comprising the dye receptor layer, an intermediate layer

disposed thereon, and an adhesive layer disposed on the intermediate layer; and the intermediate layer com-

prises a filler; or

20 (b) the transferable layer has a surface provided with a minute unevenness configuration.

25
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